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be said, "you're the
that I'd like to have
a sister."
It waa perhaps a half hour later
when Captain Erl started for the

kind of
had for
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Orange in session in
J., one of the most
interesting and important reports was
made by Stato Master Qardner of Maine.
Among other things he said:
"We have had more than twenty-five
At the National
Atlantic City, N.

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN

thousand grange meetings in Maine daring the past year, and the order is a
recognized power for good by all classes
of onr people. We have not organized
as many subordinate granges as in some
former years, but our increase of mem-
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During
able lecture of George Aitkin, secretaiy bership has kept pace with the best
of the Vermont Board of Agriculture, at producing years, as we have given more

the Maine dairy meeting, the idea seemed to prevail on the part of some of the
speakers that there were two standards
for feeding dairy cows, one to be followed by the dairyman who is studying to
produce all the milk he can without regard to the possiblo progeny of the cow;
the other to be followed by the dairyman breeder who seeks to improve his
herd with each generation, and will be
content to obtain just an average income
from his cows in their milk product.
It seems to me these are false premise»,
and that there can be only one safe,
profitable rule to adopt, that rule to be
the breeding and developing of each
animal up to her full capacity by a
judicious selection of such foods as shall
be readily eaten in sufficient quantities
to meet fully her requirements for maintenance, ana to furnish raw material for
her to work into milk as far as nature
has placed that capacity at her com-
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attention to straightening out the existing granges.
"We have organized two, giving us at
subordinate
389
the present
time

"Let me see." snld the lady; "where
I? Oh. yes; the land company's
Tallin'. Well, It failed, and the Insurance money went with It. It was discouragin', of (.-ourse, but I had my
house, except for the mortgage, and 1
had my health again, and, if I do gay
it, I ain't afraid of work, so I jest
made up my mind there was no use
cryln' over spilt milk and that I must
git along and begin to save all over
again. Then Jedge Briar died, and his
nephew up to Boston come into the
was

granges, representing 49,937 members,
all alive and in good standing in the
order, with an average membership of
128 per grange. We have organized two
Pomona granges during this year, mak-

ing 20 Pomonas in the 16 counties of our
*tate, all doing splendid work for the
order. We also have eight Juvenile

granges, with a total membership of
170, and these juvenile granges furnish
splendid training schools for future
members of our subordinate granges.
Eighty per cent of our subordinate
granges own their own halls, representing a value of 1800,014. Pleasant Valley
Orange Hall, Rockland, cost #15,000.
Caribou Grange has just completed a

I was behind In my payments a little, and they sent me word
they should foreclose the mortgage,

property.

they

did."
"Well, I swan!
Didn't you have

and

••Eri, s'pose God called you to break
man's law and keep bis. what would
7

Tlie^aptalu

glanced anxiously at the
housekeeper. Then lie said soothingly:
••Oh, that's all right. John. Dont

worry 'bout that. You and me settled
How are you feelln
that long ago.
now?"
"I know. I know," with the monotonous insistence of those whose minds
„M wandering—and then clearly once
more. "Erl. I've been called.
"Ssh-h! Thafe all right, John, that's
all right. Don't you want Mrs. Snow

to fix your piller? Frapa
little easier, then. Now, Mrs. Bnow,
If you'll jest turn It while I lift him.
So; tnat's better now, ain't it, ahlp-

«taÎw

woman

■cboolhouse to bring Elsie home. John
Baxter bad not wakened and Mri.
Snow said ebe was not afraid to re*
main alone with him. r\e tbaw bad
turned to a light rain and the captain
carricd an umbrella. It was dark by
this time and when be came In eight
of the echoolhouse be saw a light in
the window.
One of the scholar»—a by no means
brilliant one, whose principal educa·
tlonal achievement was the frequency
with which be succeeded In being
"kept after school"—was seated on the
fence, doing his best to whittle It to
pieces with a new jnckknlfe.
"Hello, sonny!" said the captain.
"Miss Preston gone ylt?"
"No, she ain't," replied the boy, continuing to whittle. "She's up there.
Mr. Saunders is there too."
"Saiinders? Web Saunders?"
"Yup. I see him go In there α little

while ago."

Captain Erl started toward the
scboolbouee at a rapid pace, then he
suddenly stopped, and then as suddenly walked on again. All at once he
dropped his umbrella and struck one
hand Into the pulm of the other with
a

smack.

When he reached the door he leaned

the umbrella In the corner aud walked
The mean sculptas! 111 a te, hey ?"
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"Why, cap'u!" exclaimed Web. "How
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stock; the one, snow around the tree after each storm. was, come to the house
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"I'll smoke my pipe, if It's
answer.
all the same to you."
Mr. Saunders didn't mind in the least,
but thought be would have a cigar
himself. So he lit one and smoked In
silence as the captain Ulled bis pipe.
Web knew that this was something
more than an ordinary social visit
Captain Erl's calls at the billiard room
The capwere few and far between.
tain, for his part, knew what his companion was thinking, and the pair
watched each other through the smoke.
The pipe drew well, and the captain
sent a blue cloud wbirliug toward the
asked suddenly,
Then be
celling.
"Web, bow much money has Elsie

Preston paid you altogether?"

Mr. Saunders started the least bit,
and his small eyes narrowed a trifle.
But the innocent surprise in bis reply was a treat to hear.
"Elsie? Paid me?" be asked.
"Yes. How mucbjias she paid you?"
"I don't know what you mean."
"Yes, you do. She's been payln' you
money reg'lar for more'n a month. I
want to know bow much It Is."
"Now, Cap'n Hedge, I don't know

what you're talkln' about.
Nobody's
paid me a cent except them that's
owed me. Who did you say? Elsie
That's the schoolteacher,
Preston?

ain't Itr

"Web, you're

a

liar, and always was,

JJKRR1CK

HILLS,

LowestPricesiHOxiorilCounty.

jm PIT LIFE''
prominent

druggist

addressing

public,

expressions

WANTED.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on car* at
to Bethel,
any K. R. Station from Pownal
the coming year.
E. W. PENLEY, West Pans.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

FINE RESIDENCE FOE SALE
la

Norway, known

as

the

JOHN L. HORNE STANO,

Recently occupied as a Home for Aged Women.
Lot auo feet front, & rods deep, large two story
dwelllug aad ell aad stable connected, 12 rooms,
•team beater, hot and cold water, plenty of fruit

and shade trees. Will be sold for lees than half
the original cost.
FBEfXASB HOWE, Real Katete Agent,

Nerwsy, Maine.

I have
practically
breeders by the thought of their feeders
that it was not wise to feed up to capacity. The best paying and largest producing cow in my own herd has been
fed up to the extent of her appetite for
the last three year·. She has produced
more milk each season, and her calves
show remarkable vigor and vitality.
Another cow has just closed her second
season's work with us. She has produced one and a half times as much milk
as she did the first season, and her calf
is a model of strength and vigor. We
have reaped of the sowing from last
season's feeding, which developed the
cow for better work, and if appearances
are of value in determining capacity for
next season I shall be much disappointed if she does not do better than ever.
So much for the liberal feeding she has

received.

Of course the successful dairyman
must study type, roust be able to know
the dairy form when he sees it; but,
over all and beyond all, he must get rid
of the idea that cows ar« injured by
sufficient feeding, and learn that only
from surplus food can dairy labor come,
and that the futare development of the
dairy cow will come more along the line
of judicious, liberal feeding than along
of
line
the
breeding.—B. Walker
McKeeo, Fryeburg, Me., in Tribune
Farmer.

to tell, and he respectcd the widow
more than ever for th. simple way in
which she had told hers.
"That laud company bus'ness," he
said, "carried off a good lot of Cape

Don'ts for Hog Raisers.
Λ western swine keeper sends the

Ohio Farmer the following don'ts:
Don't keep hogs—make the hogs

keep

you.
Don't miss feeding your ahotes if the
harvest is on hand.
Don't feed hogs the "old way;" feed
them on balanced rations.
Don't think that you are the only one
who can feed hogs, or that it is a aign
of weakness to seek advice of the man
who has had experience. It is a sign of

Cod money. I never saw but one man
that I thought was glad it busted, and
that was old Caleb Weeks, over to
Harulss. The old man was rich, but
eloser'n the bark of a tree—he'd skin
a ilea for the hide and taller—and used
to be a hard case Into the bargain. One
time they had a big revival over there
and he got religion. The boys used to
minsay what caught Caleb was the
ister's sayln' salvation was free. Well,

good judgment.
Don't "experiment" feeding hogs;
let the experiment station do that, and
then read their bulletins.

anyhow, he got converted and j'lned
the church. That was all right only
while the fit was fresh he pledged himself to give $500 to help build the new
chapel. When be cooled down a little
he was sorry, and every time they'd
hint at his comln' down with the cash
he'd back and fill and pat it off for t
When the land company went

Don't try "crossing;" pick ont your
favorite broed and make an effort to
improve it. Tou can soon "get busy"
at that.
"This is a good time to get out of
sheep but it is not a bad time to get
in," remarked "Pap" Davis, the veteran
Chicago handler to the Breeders' Ga

spell

"The statement may appear
somewhat paradoxical," he added, "but
I would not hesitate to atook a farm
with ewes at current prices, aay $4.75 to
#5 per hundred If I intended to handle
zette.

in town,
up be was the only happy one
'cause he said he'd lost all his money.
Course, under the circumstances, they
couldn't ask him to pay, so he didn't
From what I hear be lost as much as

them properly and remain in the busiOn the other band if I owned a
ness.
ISO."
large flock and Intended to get out I'd
They both laughed, and Mrs. Snow
now."
The Forest Service.
qnit right
was about to answer when she was Intha
and
best
is
the
quickpasture
Rape
The bureau of forestry states in a reRape sown in the terrupted.
est grown for
•peolallet.
cent circular that work upon the forest
at last cultivation make· âne
"Eri," said · weak voice. "Erl."
corn
and
opincreasing
reserves offers good
GuarSatisfaction
Credit.
or
Classes, Cask
fail freezing
till
for
Hie
sheep
captain started, turned sharply
sort.
The
the
pasture
right
portunity for men of
anteed. Eyes Tested Free.
Thus two crops a year on the and saw the sick man watching him,
comes.
future organization will include forest
same land.
a
his eyes fixed and unwavering.
supervisors at $1,800 to 12,000 year,
"Eri," said John Baxter again, "come
deputy forest supervisors at $1,500 to
For winter feeding of dairy cow· I here."
$1,700, forest rangers at $1,200 to $1,400,
give thirty pounds silage, four
deputy forest rangers at $1,000 to $1,100
Mrs. Snow hurried to her patient,
and assistant forest rangers at $800 to cottonseed meal and ten pounds hay but the latter impatiently bade her let
cow and water once a
milch
each
to
that
applievery
law
The
requires
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com- $900.
him alone.
in the forest service day. My returns per cow are not as
cant for a
"Not you," he said. *1 want Bit"
ing year. Conreapondence solicited. pen a civil position
servioe examination. Legal huge aa some are receiving, but for
D. COLE,
Captain Erl stooped down beside the
residence in the state or territory in twelve eowa for one year the average
Pond, Me.
which employment is desired it general- per head baa been over 166 annually. bed.

OR. PARMENTER

sheep.

Wanted.

pounds

g.

Bryant*»

April lath, 1905.

|—A.

B. Brigga, Oxford County, Me.
\

I

"What is It JohnT" he asked.

made me sure of it"
"Well, well! You haven't said nothln' 'bout it to anybody?"
"Of course not."

you haven't You must
me—I'm kind of upset, I guess.
Dear, dear! Did you think I knew it?"
"I sort of guessed that you did."
"Well, I did. I've known it ever
He
sence that night be was found.
had his coat on when I fouud blm,
and 'twas all burnt, and there was an
•mpty kerosene bottle In his pocket
I bid the coat and threw tbe bottle
away and turned him so be was facln'
toward tbe saloon 'stead of from It.
And I lied when I told the doctor that
be was Jest as he fell. Tbere, the murder's out! Now, what do you think of

"No;

course

excuse

me?"
"Think?

I

right"

think you

did exactly

"You do?"
"I sartlnly do."
"Well, I suum! I've been over that
thing time and time again, and I've
felt like I was sort of a firebug myself
sometimes. I've heard folks layin' it
to fust one and then tbe other and calΊα tin' that Web did it himself to git
Uie insurance, and all the time I've
known who really did do it and haven't
I jest couldn't You
said

anything.

alsee, John and me's been brothers
most. But I didn't s'pose anybody else
would see It the same way."
"Cap'n Erl, do you s'pose I blame
beet friend
you for tryin' to keep your
out of trouble that he got Into by beln'

Why, land of

—well—out of his head.
mercy! He ain't no more to be held
responsible than a baby. You did
what I'd bare done If I'd been in your
place, and I respect you for it"
Tbe captain's voice shook a· be an-

swered:

tion with Scott's Emulsion
that they are worthy of
occasional note. From

infancy

to old age Scott's

Emulsion offers a reliable
means of remedying improper and weak development, restoring lost flesh
and vitality, and repairing
waste. The action of
Scott's Emulsion is no
more of a secret than the
composition of the Emulsion itself. What it does
it does through nourishment—the kind of nourishment that cannot be obtained in ordinary food.
No system is too weak or
delicate to retain Scott's
Emulsion and gather good
from it.
▼« will Mod 70a
simple free.

a

B* MH that thia picture in th·

m

Ap?

■Vv*

SCOTT & BOWHE
Chemists
40? Peail St, H. T.
Steal»; aflfcwl*·

continued Mr. Saunders.

money, didn't youir"
"Yes, I did, but whose fault is t!:«tï
'Twa'n't his, nor any other darned
It don't pay iu·· fur
'Come Outer's.'
my trouble, nor It don't i::alte me
square with the gang. I gcu'rally git
even some time or "nother, and I'll gil
square now. When that girl come here
swellln' round and puttln' on airs, I
my chance, and told her to pay up
her granddad would bo shoved into
Ostabie Jail. That give her the Jumps,
see
or

I tell you!"
"You wrote her a letter, didn't you i"
"You bet I did! She come round to
Said she didn't
see me in a hurry.
have no money. I told be.· lier gr.tnddad did, and she could &.ΊΙ lhat or gj to
1 guess she
work and earn some.
thought she'd ruther work. Ob, I've
got her and her prnylu', house bumiif
granddad where I want 'em, and I've

was

Englishman, With
Fifty Suits,

and

Fashion·

In

Tim.

From a woman's standpoint there
does not seem to be much whimsical
extravagance in men's fashions, but
when one rends of the recent arrival of
a certain Englishman with 160 suitswell, what of extravagance then? And
one of hi* fads—it is yet to be proved
whether it will become a fashion—was
what might be called a stock tie of
black silk, allowing Just a little bit of
bis collar to be seeu. It bring* to miud
the old fashioned stock that swathed
the aristocratic necks of our greatgrandfathers, only with them there
were uo stiff bigb collars, but only the
softest and tinest of uiechlin.
The pastel shades still continue to be
very popular in four-in-liauds, and at
all times of the day there are seen the
so ft out pinks, hunters' green, heliotrope
and pale lavender—indeed, so varied
are the colors that any one is fashionable. Even the staidest old gentleman
who seldom departs from bis beloved
black is seen day after day with a

me for niy buildln' and my bus'n"»
So I waited for
hurt and alt that.'
Baxter to git well, meanin' to uiake
Hut lie
Itlm pay or go to the Jug.
stayed siçk a-purpase, I b'lleve, the
mean, white beaded, psalm singin'
Captain Eri moved uneasily and
broke In, "You got your insurance

Captain Eri

Hundred

8·*· the

"Then, thinks I, 'No, that won't pay

ed.

smart tie of hunters' green, which he
half apologizes for wearing.
French four-in-hands are to be seen
everywhere, either in two and a quarter
or two and a half inch sizes. For afternoon
or
with semi dress. Ei:gi!sh
squares and ρ'·(Τ shapes in black, white
and colored silks are worn by the Itest
dressers.
But when it comes to indulging his
really natural love of color, which on
the street and ill full or semi evening

evidently frighten-

His manner had become almost

apologetic.

"Λ'ο man ΊΙ call me a liar!"

..

hi;

Jailed,"

Arrived—An

On·

Talk to me bout blackmail!
in.
For 2 cents I'd Juil the old man aud
you too!"
This was tbe real Mr. Saunders. He
usually kept this side of his nature for
home use. Ills wife was well acquainted with it.

Licensed Taxidermist,

CATARRH

cuss

Just

got you, too, Krl Hedge, stickiu' your

-yy

Nuggets

goln' to pay for 'em. (Join' to pay,
pay, pay! Ia that plain?"
He
Tbe captain made no unHwer.
thrust his bands into his pockets and
looked at the stove dolefully, so it
seemed to tbe man of business.
"Fust off I thought I'd have the old

our

l'he*'captain

ftoc':y

ill NEW Μ
WEEKLY LETTER

sure!" exclaimed (lie genial off and I bunted and I found things,
of business, pulling up another and wbat I found I kept. And what
chair. "Have a cigar, won't you? You I found when I pulled that burned
don't come to see me very often, and •bed to pieces I kept too. And I've
I feel's though we ought to celebrate. got 'em ylt!"
"You have, hey 7 Dear, dear!"
Ha, ha, ha!"
"You bet I bave! And Homebody'·
"No, I guess not, thank you/' was the

"Why,

man

but you needn't lie to me this inornin'
'cause it won't be healthy. I don't feel
like hearln' it You understand thut,
do you?"
Mr. Saunders thought it time to bluster u little. He rose to hie feet threat-

eningly.

he said, "no mun '11
liar."
"There's α precious few tnat calls

"Cup'n Hedge,"

call

uie α

you anything else.
"You're an old man, or I'd"—
"Never you mind how old I am. A
minute ago you said I didn't look
more'n forty; maybe I don't feel uny
older either."
"If that Preston girl has told you

any"—

"She hasn't told me anything. She
doesn't know that I know anything.
I was in the entry
But I do know.
upstairs at the schoolhouse for about

ten minutes last night."
Mr. Saunders' start was perceptible
Ile stood for a moment
this time.
without speaking. Then he jerked the
chair around, threw himself into it,
and said cautiously, "Well, what of

it/"

"I come up from the bouse to git
I
Elsie home 'cause 'twas rainin'.
was told you was with her, and I
thought there was somethin' crooked
goin' on; fact is, I had a suspicion
what 'twas. So when I got up to the
door I didn't go in right away. I jest
stood outside.'

"Llstenin', hey! Spyln'!"
"Yup. I don't think much of folks
that listens, gin'rally speakin', but
there's times when I b'lieve in it.
When I'm foolin' with a snake I'd jest

hit him from behind as in
I didn't hear much, but I heurd
enough to let me know that you'd been
takin' money from that girl right
along. And I think I know why."
as

soon

front.

"You do, hey?"

"Yup."

Then Mr. Saunders asked the question that u bigger rascal than he hud
asked some years before. He leaued
back iu his chair, took α pull at his
cigar and said sneerlngly, "Well, what
you goin' to do 'bout it?"
"I'm goin' to stop it, and I'm goin'
to make you give the money back.
How much has she paid you?"
"None of your bus'nees."
Mr.
The cuptain rose to his feet.
Saunders sprang up also and reacneu
for tbe coal shovel, evidently expecting trouble. But If be feared a physical assault bis fear was groundless.
Captain Eri merely took up bis coat
are

"Maybe It ain't noue of my bus'ness,"
"I ain't a s'lectman nor
be said.
But fbere'e such things in
sheriff.
town, and p'raps they'll be lut'rested.
Seems to me that I've beard that bluekmailia' has got folks Into state's prison
afore now."
"Is that so? Never heard that folks

that set Are to other people's prop'ty
got there, did you? Yes, and folks
that helps 'em gits there, too, sometimes. Who was it hid a coat α spell

ago?"

It was Captain Eri's turn to start
He hesitated a moment, tossed the peu
jacket back on tbe settee and sat down
once

more.

Mr.

Saunders watched

him, grinning triumphantly.
"Well?" he said with u sneer.
"A coat you say?"
"Yes, a coat Maybe you know who
hid it I can guess, myself. That coat
was burned some. How do you s'pose
it got burned? And, say, who used
to wear α big white bat round these
diggin's? Ah, ha! Who did?"
There was no doubt about the captain's start this time. He wheeled
sharply In his chair and looked at the

speaker.
"Ilumph!"

he exclaimed. "You found

that hat, did you?"
"That's what I done!
you think I found It?

And where do

"Well," he suid, "I wouldn't do that
If I was you. Web. I beard you tell
Elsie last night she wn'n't pnyiu' you
enough, and I thought"—
"I know what you thought. You
thought-you could scare me. Yon did
not know I had the coat and bat. did
you? Well, what I said I stand by.
The girl ain't payln* me enough. Fourteen dollars α week she gits, an' she's
only been glvin' up ten. I want more.
I want"—

But here Captain Eri Interrupted
blm.
"I guess that'll do." he said calmly.
"You've told me what I wanted to
know. Ten dollars a week si ;ιι·.· the
middle of November—'bout $7·α rough
band it over."

figgerln'. Now, then,

"What?"
"Hand over that $70."

"What are you talkiu' 'bout?"

lue capiam rose una, ι?;ιιιιιιμ mer,
shook bis forefinger lu Mr. S.:uaders*
flabby ret! face.
"You low lived, thievln' rascal." ho
said, "I'm givin' you a chance >*·>ιι
don't deserve. Either you'll pay me
that luoucy you've stole from that
girl or I'll walk out of that door, ami
when I come iu again the sheriff ΊΙ

^

drwsa is given up to women, Just make
α tour some afternoon among the fiisblonable shops. There you will see the

be with me.
Now, which'll it lie?
Think quick."
Web's triumphant expression was
gone, and rage and malice !i.<d taken
its place. lie saw uow that the captain
had tricked him into telling more than

most elaborate bathrobes and lounging
robes, all done up in stunning color*.
One handsome lounging robe, which
looked as if it might be a garment of
state—it was so heavy and rich—was
in;i<Je of Iwuutiful Zenuanab silk,
which, with other expensive qualities,
It was black and
is soft and thick.
lined with the palest lavender taffeta,
having a wide turn down collar and
fastened at the neck and waist with

be ought, but he hurst out again, tripnluir over words in his excitement.

I το

u ooirxmtrxs. J

Tbr Fir.
The fly's capacity for crltie is extended by its strength, wbicb is relatively nearly seven times that of a
horse, for it can lift twenty times its
own weight. It can absorb enormous
quantities of oxygen and is. iu fact, a

lavender eonls.
Several others almost as rich looking
were of heavy brocaded cut velvet In
pale gray and deep crimson, looking
warm and comfortable enough to muk·
a tired business man long for hie pipe,
his easy chair and a magazine by the

confirmed oxygen toper.
The reprehensible habit of walking
upside down on the ceiling, to which tire.
the fly Is addicted, is due to its habit
Another, and with luxury written In
of exuding gum from each of the 1,-00 every fold of Its ample girth, was λ
hollow hairs In Its feet.
robe of flue black broadcloth lined with
The fly. too. has an evil eye. which Is rich plaid, looking ever so warm and
divisible Into several other eyes. It has comfortable.
also 1,700 or I.XOO parts nil connected
But the moat serviceable was a bathwith the olfactory nerves and therefore robe of mercerized white cheviot, with
possesses complete equipment for de- broad variegated stripes running to the
tecting unsound meat, such as Is given deep hem. It was lined with terry
to no other living creature.—Lecture of cloth and had deep cuffs and a tun
II. Ilill in London.
down collar of the same. This, with
the heavy white cord at th· waist, was
Novel l)e»ert Dntb.
ever so useful and could easily be
One of the wonders of the California washed.
desert is the hot sand bath, famous
During these last few weeks of such
from the times of the lirst Spanish
weather that New York Is alglorious
pioneers. The surface water Is only a most surprised out of ltaelf there has
Beneath is black not been much use for fur overcoato
few inches deep.
sand, constantly In gentle motion. The and only a few are seen In the aut»
Ilis
bather does not touch boitoui.
mount's, Him uuiuniuuiiiug uu unuiu·
body siuks to the shoulders and with such a universal fashion that Its devothe aid of a crossbar of timber is then tees have fads and fancies which are
sustained iu u position of perpendicuvery changeable.
lar flotation. The temperature is Just
Alaska dogskin and Russian calf
as warm as can be comfortably borne,
coats, all heavily lined, are very popusoft
of
that
like
sensation,
the
and
lar for motoring. One of the oddest, yet
massaging, is delightful.
most beautiful, things this week was
It whs a genseen one very rainy day.
John Hrowa'a Cnltonnoait.
One day In 1SÔ7 John Brown rode up tleman's Imported umbrella. The hanto the Benton place near K.iingiiain. dle was of purest Ivory wrought In a
Atchison county, Kan., and dismount- design which none but the patient little
ed. lie curried iu his hand a switch Jap would attempt. As with most oriwhich he hud cut from a cottouwood ental carvings, the figures were bid·tree. This he tossed aside, and later ous. but done with such exquisite workMrs. Benton stuck it in the ground ut manship that ft made the whole an al-

the back door of her little house. It
took root and grew. It is uow a huge
tree and Is known in the neighborhood
as "the John Brown cottouwood."—
Atchison Glol>e.

most Invaluable gift.

|

home of yours. Browne—No; they've
Towue—Ah,
gone to housekeeping.
their home life now will bring them
much closer together, and— Browne—
Von bet it will! They've takeu a flat.—
Boston Auvenher.
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Hood's
«joyi

the 4b-

Sftnaptrflta

of my shed, where tbe fire
And tbere'd been a pile of
there, too, and tbere'd been
Who smashed the
on 'em.
bottle over in the field, hey?"
Captain Eri seemed to be thinking.
Web evidently set his own Interpretation on this silence, for he went on,
railing his voice u he did 10:

"Did you think I waa fool enough
not to know who set that fire? I knew
the night she burned, and when I met
Dr. Palmer Jest comin' from your
bouse and be told me how old Baxter
was took sick goln' to tbe fire—ob,
yea, go|p'—I went up on that hill right

known. it ban on-round
producing lit un·
f ιριιΛΗ effectif by purify*

RPUood

which the
health and strength of every
orgaft« bona and time df |
Bend. Accept no sabtAtate for Hood'», tat to·
cfct on having Hood'*
AND ONL"
OA

A POPGUN PLANT.
Witch Hascl Shoot· It· Seed· Aw my
Ten

Happy*
Ought
Towue— I heur Marry at and his bride
are no longer living at that boarding
tr Re

Why, right at

the back
started.
sbuvln's
kerosene

9è

m LATEST IN HATH KO H ES FOR MEN All·
TIIOHE M AUK or KILE FINISHED Τ1.1.HT
CLOTH.

or

Fifteen Feet.

Do you know that the witch hazel
shoot* Its seed* ten or fifteen feet? If
you want a brand new sensation, bring
home some branches of witch liizel
having both flowers auJ uuopeued seed
pods on thwu and put them in vases
of water. The pods burst at the moat
unexpected times, waking you hi the
night and peppering you with their
hard, shiny, black seeds. Branches
that are to Ik? used for a party must be
selected with can? to be sure of having
perfectly fresh flowers and seed pods
that have not opened If it is possible

to do so, cut them the same day they
If they must be cut the
are needed.
day before they are needed, put them
In a cold place in water and wrap
a damp cloth around the branches in
order to prevent the flowers from
withering and to keep the seeds from
being expelled too soon.
There will be great excitement when
the seed pods open with a snap and the
seeds come pattering down. It is well
to rehearse this performance, for natural objects often refuse to "show off'

when you want them to.—Country Life
Id America.
I have also seen the world and after

long experience have discovered that
ennui is our greatest enemy and remunerative labor oar most lasting friend.
—Justus M oser.

THE OXFORD BEARS.
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TUESDAYS.

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

BackfMd.
Then appears to be oonalderable iicknees.
Some of the milder caeea are get-

monia. She hae a trained nuree irom
the city. Mrs. Jamee Hirlow *"1.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, JAN. 16,1906.
tended Thursday by «urgeons from the
citv bringing a trained nuree along.
Parte H1IL.
The accidenta from falling on the ice
Mrs. Tuc*er'
ATWOOD A FORBES,
are convalescent.
K.
O. Taylor, putor
First Baptist Church, Revdisclocated her hip wa. removed to Miw
E4tl«n ud Pr*prl«C*r*.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a.m. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at Sarah Barrett'· Thursday. Mre. Lydia
School at 12 M.
A. B. roues.

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

(iCOKO· M. ATWOOD.

Tuna —#1.50 λ year Κ paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise S2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.

All legal sdrertlsemente
ADTKKTMUUum :
are given three conaectlTe Insertion» tor $1JO
In
of
Inch
length column. Special contracta
per
ma· le with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er·.

Job I'surrae:-New type, fast presses, steam
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of oar buaine«H complete anil popular.

Coming Events.
Feb. β.—Oxford i'omona
Grange. ttryant's
Pond.
Feb. 6 —Clerks' Ball, Norway.
March 5 —Annual town meeting In moet Oxford
County Uwns.
March IS.—Supreme Judicial Court, South Parle.
SKW

Tuesday evening. Whitten is improving.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 JO. coveThe funeral services of Mrs. Betsey
nant Meeting the laat rrt.iay before the IK
Ρ (Turner) Monk were conducted by
Sunday of the month at 330 r. a. All not
Invite·!.
are
otherwise connected
cordially
Rev. Mr. Pottle at the Methodist oburcb
U nlveroalldt Church. Sunday School every Jan. 8th. She was the widow of the
M.
A.
at
10:43
Sunday
late Lysander Monk. Thrw eons surAbout a dozen of the young friends of vive her, Levi T., Hartford, Lywnder
Misa Annie Gibbs gave her a surprise W., Buckfield, and Winslow S. Monk of
Levi
party at her home Saturday evening, and Auburn. One brother survives,
Turner, of a family of 14. Her age was
enjoyed a pleasant time.
Miss Helen R. Cole, who has been
insurance adjusters have been in
teaching in Guildhail. Vt., is at hume
Next week town, as we learn, knocking the corners
for two weeks' vacation.
in
Groveton, from insurance rates.
she begins another school
One break in the main is reported, not
Ν. H.
Dancing school under the instruction so severe as to stop the flow. It is
of Arthur S. Hall of Buckfield opened being looked after.
......
„« «
We bave many things in this town of a
Saturday evening, with about twenty
clubs
s
nature—women
in
attendance.
metropolitan
couples
George B. Shaw, one of our most es- and men's clubs, strong drink and
teemed citizens, celebrated his seven- water, nearly everything to lay our
carThe hands to, but not a pine board.
last Thursday.
tieth birthday
event was made the occasion of a family penter was in search of a pine board a
gathering at the home of Mr. and Mrs. few days since, but not a pine.
Jan. 10th was a red letter day for
Shaw, where supper, a social time and
"JO
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M.

T. P. S.
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We Must Part.
Little Pocket Physician.
Ulcer of the Stomach.
Notice of Foreclosure.
Unclaimed Deposits.
Rubbers with Leather Top·.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
ideal W rappers.
2 Notices ol Bankruptcy.
Over 43100 Prescriptions.
Ice.

some presents made up an enjoyable
Mr. Shaw's seven children
evening.
were all present, also the wives of all except one. Besidee the seven children

here and There.
One Maine man who is running bis
automobile on tbe icy roads is apparently pretty careful about how he states it.
According to the story as printed, he
made ten miles in forty minutes. It will
be noted that he was exactly at the
speed limit.

there are thirteen grandchildren, eleven
of whom were present. Mr. Shaw has
always been a very industrious man,
doing a large amount of the hard work
incident tn his calling, and we suspect
that it would make many a younger man
tired to follow him at a day's work at
seventy, and as for age he don't look
Here's hoping he may have
over sixty.
the opportunity to enjoy maoy more
such occasions.
The Hayrack Society, made up of a
of the students at Hebron
number
Academy, will have a banquet at the
Hubbard House next Saturday evening.
Word has been received that Rev.
Horace A. Huberts, a former pastor
here, has resigned after a pastorate of
six years at Block Island, R. I. He has
accepted a unanimous call to the First
Baptist church of Montpelier, Vt. He
begins the work thero March 4th.

Buckfield Grange.

The

all that could be asked
for, and the occasion was especially for
the installation of officers-elect forthe
ensuing year, whose names with offices
attached we have previously mentioned.
State Deputy C. S. Stetson of Greene, late
prominent candidate for state master
was installing officer, assisted by V. I
DeCoster. master of Turner Grange and
Mrs. DeCoeter.
Everything moved along without
skip or a jump, to the great satisfaction
of all. Mr. Stetson is a man of good
address, and on being introduced showed a natural aptitude for the business
in band, and his introductory remarks
were just right, as was the following
work while his afternoon address was
most happy and fitting for the occasion
Union Grange, Turner, East Hebron and
Mountain were represented.
V Ρ DeCoster read a paper on the
beauties of farming now as compared
with more primitive times.
H D Irish of Turner Grange in bis
remarks complimented the day's work
as being fully up to Turner s installation
with their prominont staff, andlit l
understood hiiu aright, he thought it a
1-e-e-t-l-e hair keener.
Capt. Prince, Mrs. V. P. DeCoster, and
Henry Parsons, the retiring master,
gave short talks, while others rose to be

sleighing

were

The reply of II. H. Rogers, the Standard Oil magnate, to the examiner in a
legal hearing in Sew York, was that it
immaterial" to him what
was "entirely
the Supreme Court of Missouri expected
him to say. That is where the trouble
comes of which we are now so keenly
conscious. All things coanected with
Ladies'
the
Last Friday evening,
the courts are entirely immaterial to the Baptist Circle gave a|fine entertainment,
trust managers, as long as they can hire and a most excellent supper, consisting
the ablest lawyers of the country to aid of chicken pies, baked beans, cake,
them in evading and even defying the etc., was served to sixty or more. All
law.
enjoyed the e\ening. The next circle
will be in two weeks, Jan. 26. The men
and entertainArizona strenuously objects to joint are to furnish both supper
statehood with New Mexico. There's a ment, and we may expect a grand good
the most promising signs is
time. Don't miss it.
very simple way to heed her objections.
that the younger people have accepted
Let them both stay outside til) they're
Greenwood.
office. If I dare make an exception of
better prepared for statehood than they
the posiA notice reached here the other day our better half, who accepted
are now, and then admit them separately.
inthat H. D. Cole and G. C. Judkins, both tion of chaplain, after being kindly
of this town, had bought the formed that any one could handle that.
formerly
At the Universalis state convention at
sawmill at North Woodstock and would She resents the imputation that she is
South Paris last June, much interest
but in the language of the New
soon be ready to do custom sawing, and old,
was manifested in the description given
would also buy a limited amount of logs Yorker, she is no spring chick n. But
by Rev. Chester Gore Miller of the f>>r sawing into lumber. We wish them the scribe has passed the Rubicon, with
Woodfords church of his plan for runhis three sufficient warnings, and is no
success in their new enterprise.
ning a church without fairs, suppers,
When Allon Cole took up his traps a more worthy to act the part of a
dramas or other side shows. It is now
few weeks ago he left one or two at the Granger, except as a looker-on.
being commented upon by the news- extreme limits of his beat; and when
The speakers in their abundant good
papers that his experiment, after fifteen
visited he had another fox, whose feeling (note here, this followed after a
tiually
months of trial, has proved a success.
next
skin, together with his deer hide made a tine repast) voted Mr. Stetson the
While the success of such an experiment
total of $1>5. Mr. Cole says he intends State Master.
is much to be desired, it is hardly corAnd here we will state for the good
to catch muskrats enough in April,
rect to say that tifteen months of success
when their fur is at its best, to swell the of the order, if any grange is seeking for
amounts to a positive demonstration.
jrood grange machinery, well lubricated,
whole amount to $100.
Men accustomed to the methods of
A magazine was recently put into our just drop a note to C. S. Stetson of
scientific
research,
every
whereby
hand, and among other readable matter Greene, Me.
theory is tested by long and patieut was a chapter from the pen of Florence
8TKKAKKD MOUNTAIN.
and
experiment, covering every E.
study
Maybrick, entitled. My Year of FreeThis little community was shocked
suggested objection to the truth of the dom; written on the first anniversary of
theory, will not be willing to admit that her release from English prisons. This, Saturday morning to learn that the aged
tifteen months'
experiment on any to ourself at least, made highly interest- mother of L. E. Monk, who was living
with him, had been found dead in her
sociological problem can be sufficient.
ing reading, since we have kept on track bed. It is supposed she had a shock as
of that woman ever since she was appreshe had had two before.
America's murder record for1W» is a hended for poisoning her husband, a
Geralding Whitman has been vieitmg
black one. If there is no mistake in tbe crime of which she was perfectly innofriends at West Paris.
to
be
was
she
sentenced
a
total
show
At
tirst
cent.
approximating
figures, they
I laiairii η ηπ Mian is> uuuuiug a uituue
10 000 homicides in this country. Τ
hung; but this was commuted to life hall in hie house. By taking down paris at the rate of 113 to the million, and is imprisonment by Queen Victoria, and
til ions he has a tine hall 40x18 feet.
the highest in any βο-called civilized now how about the hanging of Mary
Rogers, a few weeks ago in Vermont?
West Sumner.
country, even exceeding Italy, w here
Another bad
The telephone wire was strung through
ratio is 106 to the million
The Snowbound Reading Club met
feature of the story is that such a sma 1 here about the middle of November,
A
with Mrs. E. 6. Small Jan. lltb.
proportion of the murderers are puuish- and the machine sent for at the same brief
of Burns was taken up and
study
to
it
failed
in
in
fone
some
reason
»h1
for
With capital punishment
time; but
seme of his sweet Scottish melodies were
all but three or four states, there were arrive until about the first of this month.
read and sung. Current events, Mrs. II.
last
Wedorder
but
133
executions.
into
the
was
It
talking
legal
during
year
put
S. Robertson; recitatiou, The Inventor,
next
and
the
Statistics regarding the other forms ο
week,
Monday
nesday
Mrs. Dr. Marston. The following officers
punishment inflicted, and the number of morning it informed us that George were elected :
murderers actually brought to tnal, are Cole's buildings were all burned the
l'rc-ldeut—Mre. Κ rank J. Brown.
not available, but it is a well known fact night previous, together with two yearVlce-HrealUent—Mrs. K. G. Small.
that a great many of those who take lings, two pigs and a flock of hens; also
Sec.—Mr*. K. J. Mai>t <n.
Treae.—Mrs. Geo. Clark.
human life either never come to trial, or :i0 tens of hay and nearly all of his farmsuffer a very light penalty.
iug tools. The furniture was mostly Homemade candies were served by the
in
the
baru, hostess.
saved. The tire originated
Mr. Charles Field, formerly of West
but how, is a mystery yet unexplained.
Maine's murders for 1905 have been
Mr. Cole was away from home the day Sumner, now of Boston, and Mr. J. R.
list
and
the
commented
on,
considerably
arrived at about 10 o'clock in the Tucker, were calling on friends in town
But before,
is certainly longer than usual.
eveuiug, and put up his horse without a Wednesday.
compared with the country at large it is lantern as the moon
was shining.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Merrill and son
not so bad, however much or little of
Mrs. Benjamin King, a near neighbor, of North Turner, and Mr. A. F. Ellis
satisfaction there may be in that thought.
first saw the tire through the window, and his granddaughter, Madeline DougIn Maine there were 1" murders
then gave the alarm and the men got lass. of Canton, spent several days this
year. At the average of the whole
there about the same time that the in- week with Mr. and Mrs. Freoman Farrar.
country—115 to the million-there should mates learned they were losing their
A II. Curtis ie sawing box boards in
have been in Maine, according to the
home. Mr. Cole's buildings consisted of his portable mill, which is located on
HMX) census, 80 murders. Furthermore,
Hicks Brook nrar the farm of C. M.
a house, ell, woodhouse and two barns,
while there still remain two or three
one 40xtf0 feet, all in good repair and so Thomas.
murder mysteries, in the a»empt to
At
Λη
1_
J
A
Fred Chandler is getting out a barn
u via* J
V.V/UUW ivu
wivj
solve which thousands of dollars has
frame fo»· R. A. Chandler. In the early
together.
been spent, most of those guilty of homiNew year's day was spent with Syl- spring Mr. Chandler intends to build a
cide have been speedily brought to trial
vester Cole's family at the City, by barn 25 χ oO.
and punishment indicted without unMr. Horace Barrows is somewhat imspecial invitation. All of the children
reasonable delay.
were there except the oldest son, who proved in health so that he is able to
He v. ride out.
was detaiued at home by sickness.
Andrew Carnegie is assessed in New 1). F. Nelson and family were also with
The ice is coming in fast and is said to
was
to the the company. The forenoon
occu- be of a very good quality.
Several new
York on "personal property
John D. pied by talking theology and the passing ice bouses have been built the past year
amount of *>,000,000, and
Rockefeller to just half that a™unt· events of the day. At one o'clock dinner and a larger quantity than usual will be
Which is a fresh reminder of the fact was announced, and it was all that the stored.
The sledding is excellent and the roads
that our so-called tax system is very most fastidious epicure could desire; the
much of a patchwork farce.
number present was 17. After the re- are full of teams hauling wood and ice.
Dyer Brothors are hauling pine for
past followed singing, a declamation,
then a prayer by the minister and the Wallace Chandler.
The trip of the dry dock Dewey to the
W. R. C., No. 79, of West Sumner, and
festival closed, being what might be
Philippines is a reminder of the change called a red letter
day. Thanks to Mr. W. A. Barrows Post, held a meeting in
in conditions in one respect within a
the vestry of the Universalist church
Cole and wife for the entertainment.
few years. Time was, and not long ago,
Jan. 6. A substantial dinner of pork,
when to be afloat on a vessel in the midEast Sumner.
beans and pastry was served by the
dle of the ocean was to be cut off from
Barrows Post, G. A. R., installed its ladies. After the tables were cleared a
all communication with the rest of
social hour was spent enlivened by songs
kind as absolutely as it was possible to officers for the year at West Sumner on
Mr. S. C. Heald and others. The
be in this world. But by means of wire- Saturday, Jan. 6th. On Jan. 20, the Re- by
Post installed the following officers:
less telegraphy the situation and prog- lief Corps will install its officers at the
Com.—F. J. Itrown.
ress of the Dewey, with such other facts same place, and it will also be the regular
Senior Vice Con·.—S. C. HeaUI.
It will be but a
as may be desired, are reported to tue meeting of the Post.
Junior Vice Com.—S. F. Stetson.
world at frequent intervals, and the few years when these old soldiers and
Quartermaster—G. H. Barrows.
lonzo Pomeroy.
will
the
Post
be
the
Chaplain—Λ
of
the
among
dock and its companions, instead ol
things
Officer of ihe Dav—E. G. Doble.
being lost in the immensity of the sea. past.
Adj.—L. B. HeaUI.
A series of dances is being given for
Surg. Maj.—Sharon Koblnson.
may be regarded as almost in constant
the benefit of the grange, and they are
communication with all the world.
The president, Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson,
well attended and generally civil.
was unable to be present, and the inMrs. C. B. Heald of Sabattus is visit- stallation of officers
by the Corps was
Poultney Bigelow. a distinguished cor- iug friends at East Sumner.
postponed until the 20th inst.
respondent, visited the Istbmus of
L. B. Heald recently killed a spring
Panama, investigated the conditions pig that dressed 377 pounds. This is the
East Hebron.
there and in the Independent publishes best one that has been
reported to us
Cold days and
colder nights are
extravtelling a ule of
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Beth·!.
!
The three ohurohM In the village unit-1
ed for the services of the week of prayer,
and ell the meetings have been Interesting and helpful. Made was rendered
by a anion choir and added muoh to the
Interest of the servioes.
Mr. J. C. Billing·, postmaster, has
been ill at his home under the care of
Dr. I. H. Wight, but is reported more
oomfortable. Mr. James Hutohins has
been assisting Miss Alloe Russell in the

Wiit Pirli.
Mr. S. Newell Young, whose death
waa noted in laat week'· items, waa born
In Qreenwood, Sept. 18, 1829. He followed farming, end then railroad work
for several years, after that going to
Lewlston and entering into bnslness under the Arm name of Hayes A Tonng
r?mained tor «bon* fifteen
π
yeare. He then came here to care for
ΓθΗ5· who "M then
living on the present home plaoe in this
village. He resumed farming and has
taken much pride in keeping a thoroughbred stock of cattle, most of which were
Youn? "as well known
in
the vicinity and alwavs had *
in ail C°thB'
•mile and joke for all his associates
He was married April 8d, 1858, to Martha
Emeline Hayes of Norway. To them
were born three children, Cora E., who
b0n,e and «"'«ting
pfrt in the post office; Lillian
P. C. Pickett
A., who has been employed in Haver•te,ePhone operator; tbe
.488 '^8
Newie, on whom tbe father
only eon,

Πνΐ£ înrth

office.
The snow is just

right for sledding
large quantity of wood, green and
dry, is Ming drawn Into our village.

and

,*'·

3,

for hl· '«ter years,

mourned by relaschoolmates and friends. This
loss was a great shock to tbe bereaved
parents to which they oould not
The daughters
come fully reconciled.
have faithfully endeavored to fill the
vacancy and succeeded as well as could
About three years ago Mr.
7m ν
haPP"y celebrated their
anniversary at their
«
horn!" Mr·
Young had but few near
ar® ,iviD^·
There is one
,° <r°UD£>
Dunham, wife
of Charles Dunham of this place, and a
few cousine, the following of whom
were present at tbe funeral service held
at the residence Monday afternoon of
Charlee Young of
of Norway,
Touag
u Jrn of South
M™ a
Ρ*1"1» and
»"· r J« J1!1!1
Caldwe11 of North Norway,
t
brother, I. A. Hayes,i
or I ortland, and sister, Mrs. L. B. Hayes,
The last two remained for
of Auburn
Rev. C. A. Hayden of
a few days' visit.
Augusta preached the funeral sermon.
It was fitting that there should be an
1
abundance of beautiful flowers as Mr
Young was a lover of plants and flowers.'
There were several set pieces from relaUvea and societies and numerous boueniog the esteem in which
j
the deceased was held.
By request the drama "Valley Farm"
will be repeated at Dunham's Hall Tues-1

b£
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day

evening °f this

week,

Jan.

16th.

inefficiency

which is a severe
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lutions be spread upon the recorda of

this grange

fnd

a

copy sent to the Ox-

ford Democrat for publication, and

a

Friday.

E. L. Frink, now of Portland, is at
home on a short visit at J. L. Frink'e.

Mr. Z. W. Bartlett visited Lewieton
the 10th.
Mr. Z. C. Estes, of Waltham, Mass,
visited this place last week.
Master Robbie Rich of Berlin, Ν. H.,
has been visiting relatives here.
Miss Blanch Bartlett returned home
from Lowell, Mass., last week for a few
months' vacation.
The oyster and pastry supper served
at Orange Hall last Thursday evening
was a great success.
One hundred and
thirty people were entertained. About
fifty oouple enjoyed the dancing.

musical programme
consisting of solos and duets before the
games and all enjoyed the evening.
Mrs. Newell Annas passed away at her
There

home

was a

fine

Thursday.

The Bethel chorus

concert to be

given

preparing for

are
some

a

time in Feb-

ruary.
The students of Gould Academy will
hold tbeir annual fair in February.

Oxford.

The officers of T. A. Roberts Post, G.
A. R., were installed Saturday afternoon,
C. T. Wardwell
acting as installing
officer:
Com.—Charles Sanborn.
8. V.-C. Chaplin.
J. v.—Charles Smith.
Q. M.-E. P. Faunce.
8urg.—F. B. Andrews.
0. D V J. Holden.
C.—W. W. Andrews.
Atjjt.—J. F. Fuller.
8. M.-Geo. K. Knight.
Q. U. 8.—Wm. Faunce.
—

waiting

room

tion near

midninght

some

over a

week

The officers of the W. R. C. were then
installed by BerthaM. Phillips:
Presidentelect— Augusta Jones.
8. V.—Martha Holden.
•I. V.—Hattie Chadbourne.
Treas.—Georgia Cash.
Sec.—Afrnes Mulholland.
C.—Arnmlnta Stone.

Con.—Mary Hazen.
G.—Ida Davis.
A. C.—Marcta Cook.
Α. β.—Lizzie Hayes.
C. B.—Slbble Hanscom, Mary Frost, Annie
Elden, Abble Lovejoy.
M.—Lulu Stone.

ing:

M.—Joseph W. Hunting.
0.—Lincoln Chaplin.
8.—Fred Hayes.

promptly extinguished by the hose
from the assistant engine.
The Wednesday Club elected the foi-

A. 8.—Willie Trebllcock.
L. A. 8.—Florence Hunting.
Treas.—Manlny Peterson.
Sec.—Bertha Phillips.
L.—Leon Wardwell.
Cliap.—Mrs. Hattie Brackett.
D. K.—Fred Hall.
Ceres—Mm. Joseph HunUng.
Flora—Lettle Smith.

held last

officers at the meeting
ling
Wednesday with Mrs. Emma W. Mann:
Elizabeth W Irish
V Ice-President—Mr*. Linda Ê
Sec. ami

wVl'.h.ii
411·

Τ^β.-ΜΠ, Βί^τ^^

meet'Dg Wednesday

wi" beheld with Mrs.

h»!lrf Cha5®8

Pomona—Mrs. Fred Hall.
was
followed
installation
The
by
speeches, after which refreshments of

of next week
Bates

Jc

Fie,d recently came
coffee and cake were served.
here from Boston and has been spending sandwiches,
Rev. Mr. Seliger from Montana, a
*
hi8 brother*in-1aw. J.
former pastor of the M. E. church, was
R Tucker
The Good Will meet Thursday after- here last week.
Mrs. Smith of Boston is visiting Miss
18' 81 the h°me of Mre- L· C·
Corning at the Oxford Spring House.
Batos
The Congregational Ladies' Circle met
with Mrs. Ν. T. Frost Thursday.
Ethel Cook has gone to Ormond, Fla.,
fgr the winter.
Mr. and Mre. Linneus Millett held a
,h°dW °' reception at the home of the bride's sister, Mrs. Wm. Boyd, on Tuesday even-

'amily,
HamTDdsonandLaforest
v«mPD«?
Hammond,

Nellie

daughter,

Mrs.
and
Mrs. Inez Curtis, also Mr. W

«W-srr&.raK
Cl,iid·
οΐβ„Γ·Μχ Mge
Mexico.

ing. Fifty or more guests were present.
Many valuable gifts were received, a
sideboard, silver ware, table linen, rugs.

Herbert O. Gleason and wife from
etc. Ice cream and cake were served.
Avon are spending a few days with
Charles Davis has bought Alvin Marr's
relatives. His father, David O., and his
milk route, cow*, etc.
uncle, George II., are not well. David
Mrs. Winfleld French is quite ill, the
O. docs not go out doors except on warm
result of a fall on the ice.

pleasant days.

Zenas W. Hall is poorly. Ile has been
ill a long time and is now worse than at
any previous time.
Some chopper felled a tree on to the
back of a horse Friday in the woods
The carelessness
near Edmunds' bog.
of the chopper, or accident, if one, cost
the owner a valuable horse. Killed it.
Wallace Babb had a pair of good work
horses. One of them became ill and
died within a short time after its condition was discovered.
Benjamin F. Virgin married Ella Raymond forty years ago. The fortieth
anniversary of their marriage is to be
observed the 18th inst. Cards of invitation to tbe number of 100 have been
sent out, and the crowd of friends that
will attend will be large.
A selectmen's office with a "lockup"
in the basement has just been built. It
is located on the main street a short
distance west of the town hall.
We are pleased to note that Eugene
Dorr, a Mexico youth, has been elected
Vnhla firanH nf vnnr ί Ο Λ If. F.ruiira.
lire. Elizabeth Richards, widow of
Jarvie W., now eighty years old, a
daughter of John Barnard, one of the
first settlers in Mexico, who was born
and has always lived in Mexico, started
last week for Dakota. She has a brother
in Sauk Center and a son at Cando.
She goes to spend the winter with them.
A brother-in-law, Mr. McAllister, who
has been here a few weeks, accompanied her, although she needed no companion to guide her on the long journey.
Only a week before she left for Dakota
she returned from Bangor, to which
place she went as a delegate to the State

Denmark.
The horse which strayed from the
barn of Mr. Augustine Ingalls two weeks
ago, was found between East Brownfield
and Iliram Tuesday by a Mr. Sanborn of
Hiram.
The officers of Silver Rebekali Lodge,
No. 1Θ, were installed Thursday evening
by D. D. G. P. Mrs. Hodgdon of Pearl
Lodge, Brownfield, in a very pleasing
manner.

The Masonic Lodge of this place held
a
public installation on Wednesday
evening. Dr. Noyes of Lovell was the
installing officer. About 200 were provided with an oyster supper. After the
installation a danco was held in Odd
Fellows Hall. The installation was also
held in the Odd Fellows' lodge room.

East Brownfield.

Mr. A. F. Johnson's people entertained visitors from Boston, Mass., and
Cornish, Me., last week.
The week of prayer was observed last
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday evenings. The pastor, Rev. Dr.
Tarr, held eome very interesting meet-

ings.

A great amount of timber is being
sent from this station this winter.
Frost Mountain Grange held its installation last Tuesday night. It also
entertained several visitors.
The G. A. R. and W. R. C. had a joint
installation Jan. 6th.

H. T. Richards has put a
engine in place near hie ice house, and ing Wednesday.
Miss Florence Richardson visited at
proposes to make that do work heretofore requiring several men. He has his Cloverdale Farm Thursday.
H. E. Wheeler is hauling lumber from
ice field cleared and is to commence to
Wild River to the station, going two
pack this week.
Many Grangers from here attended the trips a day.
E. R. & M. R. Bennett are cutting birch
Pomona meeting at Dixfield Wednesday.
Madison Ludden from Canton Point and cord wood.

Short January thaw.
here one day last week, whether on
There is to be a sociable at the hall
business or on a pleasure trip I know
Cornet Band will play.
nut, probably he did not. But some Friday night.
and pastry will be served.
years ago, when George Towle, Johnny Oysters
Thompson, Mark Foster and Mad, as
A GRIM TRAGEDY
Towle's Quadrille Band furnished the
music for a ball, we had music that si daily enacted, in thousands of homes,
as Death claims, in each one, another
enlivened.
victim of Consumption or Pneumonia.
But when Coughs and Colds are propDIckvale.
The funeral services of Anna M., wife erly treated, tho tragedy is averted. F.
G.
Huntley, of Oaklandon, Ind., writes:
of E. G. Child, occurred at the chapel
at one
con- "My wife bad the consumption, and
Jan.
was

three doctors gave her up. Finally she
took Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds, whioh
cured her, and to-day she is well and
strong." It kills the germs of all disOne dose relieves. Guaranteed
eases.
at 50c and fl.00 by F. A. Shurtleff drug-

was

gist.

Eliot Is putting in a busy winter
the brown-tail invasion. One
man bas removed from the trees of that
town a sufficient number of brown-tail
moth nests to entitle him to bounties
amounting to 130. Others have been
paid amounts ranging from $5 to more
than $20.

against

passed.

Miss Lethea Grover has visited her
of
sister for some days at this place.

Charles Kimball, who is scaling for

at

Fred and Asa Howard "roll the

Leighton's landing.

The molecuthe branches.
lar changes in the cerebral cells due
to the shock of stopping could not be
transmitted because victims falling to
the bottom would be killed. In α similar manner by reverting to the habits
of animal:; which existed centuries ago
the same investigator tintls an explanation lor the mental state experienced by individuals in various dreams—
the "pursuing monster" dream, the

"reptile and

SICKENING SHIVERING

Ague

and Malaria,

FITS

vermin"

logs"

Hebron.

juices.

can

dreams, suffocation
dreams and the like.

|

We have

Cod,

Tom

ι

each,

cent

and

to date
(5,000 years. The heads of venomous
serpents have held an important place
Λ strong broth made
in medicine.
from them and mixed with salt aud

spices and 100 other remedies

in any

Maine.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Warren and Jefferaon.

Joseph Jefferson
idan's comedy of

was

playing Sher-

"The Rivals" in
Boston on one occasion many years
ago. Ills version of the play had been
arranged in such a way as to give
Bob Acres

considerably

more

promi-

perhaps than the author originally intended, occasionally at the expense of the other characters. William Warren, the old comedian, sat

nence

the

play

out and at its conclusion was

asked, "How do you like Jefferson's
Bob Acres?"

"Capital, capital," replied

"'and Sheridan twenty miles

Warren,

away.'"

Carlyle'a Way.
Carlyle appears in a brief reminiscence from the pen of Percy Fitzgerald
thus: The thing with Carlyle was to
send out for a long churchwarden (a
clay pipe) and a screw of tobacco,
which put him in great good humor.

He talked to his plate, as you might
If anybody said anything from
say.
which he dissented you would hear him
murmuring, "Oh, the puir auld fool; a
regular puir auld fool!"

Estey organ, oak finish, one extra
octave, large and handsome instru·
ment, good as new.

5 Lots of Overcoats,
1
ι
ι

Furniture, Household

ι

Goods.
My

will be

rooms

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

District of Maine, se.
On this 13th day of Jan., A. D. 1906, on
reading tho foregoing petition, It is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
D.
upon the same on the 2nd day of Feb., A.
1906, before said Court at Portland, In said Disand
that
forenoon:
the
In
o'clock
trict, at 10
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
and Uiat all known creditors, and other persons
In Interest, may appear at the said time am'
place, and show cause, If any they have, why
the prayer of eald petitioner should not be
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44

44

44

Boys'
Lot Boys' Reefers,....

ι

44

Men's

44

ι

44

44

44

ι

44

Bath

ι

44

House Coats,

the sizes

....

Robes,

are

are

them out,

....

all

out,

I

44

44

20.00,

44

44

44
44

9.00,

44

44
44

44

3.00,

44

44

44

"

44

44

44

44

44

44

7·5°,
400,
5.00,
3·5<>»

as we

have made

must have the

6.50,

31 Market

44

44

3.19
3.50

44

2·$

"

goods, only some of
bargain prices to close
room for our spring goods.
fresh
rare

F. PLUMMER,

J.

$ 6.98

9.87
16.50
5.88
4.68
1.38
5·&7

44

14.00,

good, clean,
so

now

44

44

These

buy,

his bankruptcy.
Wherefore ue pray», that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under sold
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
cepted bv law from such discharge.
Dated this 6th day of Jan., A. D. 1!Χ>β.
GEORGE J. WHOOLEY, Bankrupt.

"

44

price $10.00,

former

44

Lot of

ι

HARRY DUDLEY,
Buckfield, Me.

Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106*3.

Why Buy HcClure's?

McCLURE'S MAGAZINE is bought and read in homes not became it ia a
but because it ie the magazine. Why?
FIRST—'THE PRICE. It costs but one dollar a year, or less than ten cents a

magazine,

number, for over thirteen hundred two-column pages of reading matter. Thin
amounts in actual bulk to twenty or twenty-five books costing anywhere from a
dollar to two dollars a volume.
SECOND—QUALITY. The reading matter is written by America's leading
writers, the best writers on timely articles, the best
writers—the best short
story

I writers of important

serials, such

as

Schurz's Reminiscences

or

Baker's Railroad

articles.
THIRD—TIMELINESS. Tha reading matter in McClare'a is not only good;
it is not only entertaining, amusing, instructive and inspiring—it is also about the
subjects in which you and all Americans are most interested at the time. No subof
jects in the next twelve months are going to be so important as the question

Both of these quesrailroad rates and rebates and the question of life insurance.
tions will be discussed by authorities in an impartial, careful, interesting way.
granted.
FOURTH—ITS CHARACTER. McClure's Magazine is not edited for chilAnd It Is further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credbut at the same time, there is never a line in it that any young girl might
addren,
itors copies of said petition and this order,
dressed to them at tnelr places of residence as not read. Its advertising pages are as clean as its editorial pages.
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 13th day of Jan.,
A. D. 1906.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. s.]
A true copy of pcUUon and order thereon.
Attest: JAMKS E. HEWEY,Clerk.
homo is intended to work only for good. Send $1.00 to-day for one year's
in

Magazine

McClure's

your

subscription, or leave an order at your
with new subscriptions for lOOd.

ICE!

S. S. MeCLURE

November and December free

book-store.

COMPANY,

47 East 23d

Street, NEW

YORK.

You can earn a good income by taking up the business of securing subscribers
for McClure's. It is clean and self-respecting—a publication any man or woman
*1 wish to inform the people of South
would like to represent. The pay is 25 cents for each $1.00 subscription, in addiParie and Norway that I am still in tbe
tion to big cash prizes for the best work. Write to-day for full particulars.
as
for
tbe
for
this
and
ice business,
year
past eigbt years shall have tbe purest ice
in the market, which has recently been
proved by analysis. For this year's supply I shall cut at least one hundred rods

above all

sewers

and

slaughter

house

and above all possible back flow from
dam. As ice melts in the refrigerator it
createe a vapor; which had you rather
have settle on your food, vapor from
pure ice or sewer ice? Is tbe best any
too good? My prices for year of 1006 are
as low as possible to conduct a safe busiMore Light.
in a business-like manner. Namely:
A case was being tried on the charge ness
trade, common size refrigerator,
of selling Impure whisky. The whisky family
$1.25; largest size, $1.50 per month;
was offered In evidence.
retired
Jury
All people
wholesale $2.00 per ton.
to try the evidence. Judge (presently) wanting to take ice of me tbe coming
—What is the verdict?
Foreman of season and have not already given their
the Thirsty Jury—Your honor, we want order, are requested to do bo this presmore evidence.—San Francisco News ent week, either personally or by postal,
f am not a policy player; I am not backLetter.
ed by ample capital; I am not in the
business for one year or two but for a
A Conjugal Tiff.
to
Husband—I see plainly you want to lifetime and I shall always endeavor so
customers that they will patget up a quarrel. And in the street too! please my
ronize me from year to year. Aside from
Wait at least till we are inside our own
any desire to please, this is the only way
bouse. Wife—Impossible. I shall have to
build up a prosperous and thrifty
cooled dowft before we get there.— business. I thank the public for their
Paris Journal.
generous patronage for the paat eigbt

8POILED HER BEAUTT.
Let no man think lightly of good,
Harriet Howard of W. 34th 81, New
saying In his heart it will not benefit
York, at one time bad her beauty spoil- me. Even
by the falling of water drop·
ed with skin trouble. She writes: "I
a water pot la filled.—Buddha.
had Salt Rheum or Eczema for years,
but nothing wonld cure It, until I used
Man Is the merriest of all the species
Bucklen's Arnica Salve." ▲ quick and
lure healer for outs, burns and sore·. of creation. Above and below him all
tr· Mrtrafc-AMlMa.
J6c at V. A. ShnrttefPi drag Itore.

g\f\r\

1006 I

sent for 50 cents

Coats, Etc.

Organ for Sale.

CI

"

I

There

Men's Overcoats, Reefers,
Bath Robes, House

OPTICIAN,

Saturday
anything

'Ah, that,' he said, 'is my cook'·

interest

1906.

HARK-DOWN SALE

auction
open
and mixed with parched cornIf you
meal and cooked all night, or dried
afternoon.
every
venison pounded to fragments and
to sell or wish to
have
cooked with rich bear's fat, musk turtle soup, porcupine steaks, with hell- call.
benders as a side dish. And, although
thousands of muskrats are killed and
eaten every year in Maryland and
Delaware, probably but few of my
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
)
readers in the northern states will ex- In the matter of
GEORGE.I. WHOOLEY, J In Bankruptcy. I
periment with this rodent.—Outing.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Die· I
trtct Court of the United States for the District
Chlneae Cooking Secret·.
of Maine:
"I once attended a mandarin's banEORGE J. WHOOLEY, of Mexico, In the
quet in Peking," said an ex-consul,
Γ County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In
eald
District, respectfully represent· that
feast
the
most
remarkable
it
was
"and
on the itth day of June, last past, he was duly
of Congress
I ever sat down to. One course appearadjudged bankrupt, under theheActs
has duly sured to be plain hard boiled eggs. The relating to Bankruptcy; that
rendered all hie property and rights of property
eggs came on unadorned. Their shells and has fully complied with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
were intact, and vet. when we broke in-

"

during
State Campaign

JANUARY

Samuel Richards,

split

secret.'

Norway.

)

than ordinary

more

Maine readers

to

Daily Argue is

about "Tories."

under the name of therlac
for every couceivable disease.
Three drops of the blood of an angry
cat gave relief to the epileptic.

head.

will be of

Stores,

2

per month or $0.00 per year in advance,
and $7.00 at the end of the year.
The Weekly Argue, INCLUDING
THE SATURDAY EDITION of the
Daily—One copy, one year, $1.50 in advance or $2.00 at the end of the year.
Clubs of 5, $5.00 in advance.

LENS.

LENS.

cure

to them, we found tliat they contained
nuts and sweetmeats. Another course
was whole oranges, with unbroken
skins, yet inside the oranges were Ave
different kinds of Jelly. The Chinese
guests took these two courses as a matter of course, but I, in amazement, asked our host how on earth they had been
concocted.
He smiled and shook his

(

to be (ought
——J
will be A
battle
Argus will be in the thick of the fight, fearless in its
Demofor Municipal, State and National Good Government, Advocating
cratic Principles as it has for over 100 years.
As a Newspaper it will put before its readers The Latest Happenings
a
The World Over, Told In Ita Own Peculiar Vein, which has made it
Be
Will
Greatly
Its
Of
All
home.
in
Departments
the
welcome guest
for A Thoroughly
Augmented and New Ones Added to meet the demand
or
Weekly.
Up-To-Date Dally
The Weekly Argus—whose readers also receive the Saturday Daily
of the Daily, in
Argus Free—practically covers the same ground aa that
Maine
to
News, Business,
attention
condensed form, fcpecial
being given
Financial, Market and Shipping Reports.

TORIC

ORDINARY

as a

Camp Tidbit*.
The inuskrat may be broiled over the
hot embers, with sliced bacon so arranged that the drippings run over the
musquash as it cooks, or it may be
made iuto a stew with vegetables and
pork, aud in this case the longer it
simmers over the Are the better will
be the results. Only seasoned campers
ever have an opportunity to feast on
the delicious nose of a moose or know
the delights of marrowbones of deer

also.

TE3RMS

was em-

ployed

become a customer

F. H. NOYES CO.,

out and the

Toric lenses are as much unlike
ordinary lenses as a bay window is
Beunlike an ordinary window.
Increasing the growth of hair, prepar- sides the large field of vision secured
ed for Schescb, the mother of Teta, the they eliminate the annoying reflections so common in the old style
king of upper and lower Egypt."
Dogs' teeth, overripe dates and lenses. And no matter which way
asses' hoofs were carefully cooked in
your eyes are turned you look squareoil and then prated. As Teta lived bethrough the lens instead of at an
ly
fore Cheops, this recipe for hair oil is
angle as in the ordinary glasses.
older than the great pyramid at Gizeh
Come in and let us tell you all
back more than

supposed

and you will

1803

The

Quack Medicine· of Bygone Day·.
Nearly everything in the animal
kingdom was formerly used in the
In the oldest medical
healing art.
book now known, composed in Hellopolls, where once Joseph served in the
house of Potlpbar, we tlnd "means for

and is

see us

stocks for you to select from. Ask our eus·
reputation for prices and values. Then come

large

South Paris,

quantity desired. Telephone 110-4.
NEWTON A. CUMMINGS,
Paris,

two

tomers t s to our

Live Bait for Sale.

years, and my many friends for favors
shown, and trusting to merit tbe continuance of your patronage,
I remain yours faithfully,

C. E.

BENNETT,

Grange had an all day meeting
âuraner.
Wednesday with installation of offloera
Consideration.
Thomas Malia, aged 40years, alongΕ. B. Philbrick went to Lewieton by State Secretary Libby, of Lake View
Dealer in Ice,
Jimson—Now, you wouldn't marry
shore carpenter, fell from the upper deck
Grange, Auburn.
Saturday on business.
would
M1m
Sears—Most
me,
of
certhe
Dominion
in
you?
Portland
steamship
Mr. James Mather of Lawrence, Mass.,
Little Norwood Ford is sick with the
SOUTH PARIS AND NORWAY, ME.
bas been visiting at A. M. Riohardaon'e Wednesday afternoon and was killed by tainly not. But why do you ask such a
measles.
the
fall.
He
was
unmarried.
question? Jimson—Just to decide a bet
Eugene Morrison has gone to South and Mrs. S. P. Cushman's for a few
Hebron

RUSSIAN VESTS,
CARDIGANS,
SWEATERS,
TROUSERS,
WOOL
ALL
HEAVY
CAPS.
MITTENS,
GLOVES,

health, the stomaob resists the

dream, color
dreams, flying

be relieved
and cured with Electric Bitters. This
is a pure, tonic medicine; of especial
benefit in malaria, for it exerts a true
curative influence on the disease, driving it entirely out of the system. It is
much to be preferred to Quinine, having
none of this drug's bad after-effeots.
E.
8. Mundav, of Henrietta, Tex., writes:
Wanted to Find the Cranib.
"My brother was very low with malarial
Mamma-What are you tearing your
fever and jaundice, till he took Electric
doll to pieces for? Hattle—I'm looking
Bitters, which saved his life." At F. A.
Shurtleff1 s drug store; price 60c, guaran- for the crumb of comfort papa said
was to be found In everything.
teed.

the American Realty Co., boards at Setb
L. Mason's.
S. S. Bennett of Gorbam was at this
place for a day recently.
Henry Schools is at work for Fred

Chapman.

Trial bottle free.

Isn't there something you need in
CANVAS COATS,
LAMB LINED COATS,
REEFERS,
LEATHER COATS,
ULSTERS,
FUR COATS,
PONTI \C SHIRTS OR COATS,

DISEASE-

THE

OF

WE SUPPLY THE OUT DOOR
MAN'S CLOTHING NEEDS.

In good
action of the gastric juices, but when
weakened, the membrane is.badly nourished and the digestive fluids act upon it
as
as well
upon the food, keeping
up until perforation of the stomscb
In advanced cases of ulcer of
occurs.
anj· cuii m ! whatever, and any person
the stomach there is much discomfort
he
and
be
should
injured,
or proper ο
after eating, with a constant gnawing
bis heirs forever should be liable for sensation between meals,
pain from the
returned
He
the damage sustained.
of the stomach back to the shoulder
pit
the contract without comment, unsignAt the first symptoms of indigestion,
ed. When the committee wrote him,
asking the reason, bis brief reply was, treatment should at once be started with
This is a scientific remedy
"Your lawyers are too sharp."—World's Mi-o-na.
adapted specifically to one purpose, the
Work.
cure of stomach troubles.' It is so uniDream·,
formly successful that P. A. Shnrtleff &
the
A scientist explains some of
Co. give a signed guarantee with every
will be restrange phenomena of dreams by say- 50 cent box that the money
\
if it does not cure.
funded
calls
he
what
due
to
ing that they are
Mi-o-na is not a patent or secret rem"hereditary memory." He takes the edy, but is a combination of the purest
"falling through space" dream and and most reliable of remedies for
digestive organs and
points out that after suffering the men- strengthening thewhole
Use it
the
system.
tal agony of falling the sleeper es- building up
for a few days and there is no reason
of
actual
the
the
shock
stopping.
capes
why you should not be able to eat any
The explanation is that the falling sen- food jou like at any time without fear
from
sations have been transmitted
of distress.
remote ancestors who were fortunate
euough to save themselves after fall-

(Ulead.

Miss Alice Farwell of Bethel visited

friends Tuesday, returning Wednesday.
Arthur Lary of Jersey City, N. J.,
donkey visited friends, coming Monday, return-

Grange.

Stomach

INSIDIOUS NATURE

8TORE8.

BLUE

"How many tons of granite do you inHOW TO RECOGNIZE AND CUBE IT.
His reply
tend to use In the base?"
Ulcer of the stomach may exist for
of
was: "If you are in the business
years without very marked symptoms,
buying granite you may use as much excepting those caused by indigestion.
tons.
It is due to an inflammation which
as you wait, one ton or 100,000
of the stomach so
I urn an artist, and I never yet heard affects the membrane
that it is eaten away by the gastric
of art belug bought by the pound."

clutching

ent.
of a lamp in the ladies'
J. A. Roberts of Norway installed the
of our Grand Trunk sta- officers of Oxford Grange Saturday even-

ago came near causing the loss of the
station by fire. Fortunately it was

Ulcèr Of The

ing from great heights in treetops by

HMpibd.
The explosion

Paris to work.
Fred Abbott and daughter Mary of
Bracy Bean has been quite alok
First Congregational church. Rev. Milton visited at Julian Dyer's recently. the past week and her mother la oaring
Mrs. Cynthia Morrill is visiting her for ner.
Janes J. 6. Tarr, Ph. D., pastor. SunMiss Martha Pratt ia recovering from
day morning worship, (Jan. 21,) at 10:45, brother, Wm. Ames, in Lewiston.
Ο. B. Foster bought a heifer of W. E. an attack of grippe.
sermon by the pastor, "A Lamp and a
!
Active work has begun on raising the. Light." Evening worship at 7:00. This Bowker last week.
The yonng married people and some,
$100,000 fund for Bates College neces- will be a musical service, "The Gospel j C. F. Reed of Hartford is making his others are talking of a slelghrlde for this
sary to secure the $60,000 offered by in Sons, with Stories of Hymns." We annual trip in this place stopping over Thursday evening, bnt whether It will
Andrew Carnegie.
materialise remains to be seen.
cordially invite all to worship with us. night at ΒΓ. A. Sturtevant'a.
copy sent to her husband.
Cynthia M. Tilton, ) Committee
Cynthia Libby,
>
on
A. W. Libby,
) Resolutions.

mittee gave a benefit to Bethel Library
at Prospect Hotel.

Friday evening

u?nrj*J E„ VV[hoe,e1r

arraigument ol the administration, and
was hailed with great delight by its
enemies. It now appears, the truth hiving been learned, that Bigelow went to
the isthmus by boat and returned by the
same boat, having spent less than two
full days there, and that durinir hi·
short stay he atteuded several society
functions. As a thorough investigation
of matters on the isthmus, in an unuartisan manner, should require a number of days or even weeks, the outcome
of the affair is to discredit Mr. Poultney
Bigelow much more than the adminis-

issued orders that no rebate from the the 7th.
railroads shall be accepted by any of the
Johnnie E. Curtis visited his grandsubsidiary companies composing that father, Wm. E. Curtis, last week, returncorporation.
Undoubtedly there are ing to his home at South Paris Sunday,
people who will be suspicious that, with the 7th.
tbe front door locked, there will be
found a way to open a little side door of
Brownfield.
some kind.
The two last days were the coldest of
the winter so far.
Resolutions of Buckfleld Orange.
There is a good eeal oi sickness in
Whereas, It was the will of the Great town.
Master of the universe to take from our
Saturday the remains of Mrs. Fred
membership Sister Minnie K. Gerrish,
who died in Conway this week
Resolved, That the grange has lost a Warren, are to
be brought to this village
worthy member; and while we mourn Tuesday,
Formerly this village
her loss, our heart* go out in sympathy for interment.
was her home.
to the husband and young son in their
Tuesday, Miss Emma Rounds, after a
greater loss.
Funeral
Resolved, That a copy of these reso- long sickness, passed away.

The Flinch parties have been so
popular and enjoyable that the com-

The specialties will also be repeated.
The proceeds will go for the new ITnl
versallst church as before
held in 0dd flows'
"
y e,"'°g bj Kmeottt«! The president-elect, Augusta Jones, was
ill, unable to be present. After the inwent to Lewiston stallation refreshments, furnished by the
Monday of last week with W. O. Bryant Post, were served and speeches followed.
Mrs.
Snow s Falls who was successfully Captain H. R.
Bucknam and
aPP®ndicitis the next Bucknam, Comrade Waterman and Mrs.
dav £ t°h f°! e"ral M"m
Waterman of Mechanic Falls were pres-

9th,
o'clock,
Tuesday,
Fiue sleighing and grand weather for present.
ducted by Rev. W. 0. Kierstead. WelColds are very prevalent.
business thus far.
C. F. McKenney is ou the sick list; come Rebekah Lodge of Dixfield was
has been quite sick for two weeks. A represented at the services by several
North Paris.
severe cough and lack of strength is very members, also West Peru Grange, of
What beautiful weather we are enjoy- troublesome to him.
which societies the deceased was a worthis
so
far
new
ing
year
Dea. R. P. Fuller and wife are not thy member. Beautiful flowers were
Ice harvesting is what most of the
gaining since the cold weather came on furnished for the occasion by relatives of
neighbors are employed in now.
so lively.
the departed, also by both societies.
Prayer mreting at B. F. Elwell's last
Miss Merrill was quite sick part of last Although a severe cold wind was blowevening was pleasantly enjoyed by those week and obliged to close fora few days ing at the time, the last sad rites of the
present.
until her cold left.
P. of H. were performed in a very imMrs. Henry C. Page is visiting her
Hazel DeCosta is at home keeping pressive manner.
Mrs.
J.
G.
Crawford.
mother,
house for her father and brother.
Asaph Churchill and wife, son aud
Frenchmen come with their teams the
Northwest Bethel.
Miss
visited
A.
Fletcher,
lady,
Clayton
coldest days for wood, and look very
tration.
The Epworth League from Bethel met
Churchill on the 7th.
like
much
earning their wages.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Wilson
Frank Keen's father, mother, brother
recently and a most enjoyable evening
President Corey of the steel trust has and eister visited him at hie home on
East Bethel.
agance

and go away
first of May.

goon

^ope
Sir1"!died io early manhood
tives,

sion was tendered to him outright. He
submitted sketches of bis idea for the
in charge of
groups. The committee
the monument wrote him, asking,

F. L. Edwards and Mr. Tilson
Burke are among the largest operators
of timber but Mr. G. R. Wiley has let
the contract to got the timber off the The question was dropped until the
Âaron Cross lot to Mr. L. U. Bartlett.
contract for the commission waa
Mr. Ell Stearns has^ sold all of his drawn.
When Mr. MacMonnles reapples and is sending them off up ceived it he discovered in It a clause
country.
that in case the bronzes were
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason will close her house providing
down from their base, by
to remain until the ever thrown
Mr.

P*C

«ni^

a

Art fer (k· Τ·m.
An American city once asked Mae·
Monniea, the sculptor, to enter a design
fo« amy and navy groupa for a soldietw' uud sailors' monument He declined to compete. Then the commis-

FOR SALE.

Second quality, dry, hard wood,
ill round, good size, $3.50 per cord,

ielivered.

This is

a

good

trade.

&lao later, second quality green, all
ι round.
E. W. PENLEY,
A. K. JACKSON.

Cold Weather is Here
AND SO ARE OUR
FURS IN PRICES FROM
,$1.25 t0 $*3·°°
"
COATS"
$1.35 to $50.00
UNDERFLANNELS
35c.
OUTING FLANNEL
5C. tO 12 I-2C.
FLANNELETTES IN GREAT VARIETY.
WOOL AND FLEECED HOSE FOR EVERYBODY.

Are You

Going to Have

a

New Gown?

If so look at our fine BROADCLOTH at $1.50, PANA·
MAS at $100 and $1.25, HENRIETTAS at $1.00 and
$1.12, MOHAIRS, &c., &c., in all colors and with trim·
mings in all the new and desirable styles.
Our stock is
show

large and varied
anything one needs.

and

we are

always pleased

Candy Saturdays with every
chase of $1.00

to

cash pur-

or over.

S.B.&Z.S. PRINCE,
Norway,

Maine.

k β winter for a part of
Ifct &xtox& gemocrat IlI lastConsiderably11
week, but we got our thaw jut the

SOUTHPAKIS.

BY F. A.

every 100 persona in thia state were Buffering from catarrh in aome form. The
remarkable reaults following the use of
Hyomei are shown by the smaller percentage to-day of people suffering from
catarrh.
There is really no excuse whatever
for anyone having catarrh now that HyIf you
omei is so readily obtainable.
have any doubts about its value, F. A.
Shurtleff & Co. will let you have a complete outfit with the understanding that
unless it cures catarrh, it will not cost
you a cent.
A complete Hyomei outfit consists of
"the little pocket physician," a medicine
dropper, and a bottle of Hyomei, and
costs but |1, while additionaT bottles of
Hyomei can be procured for 50 cents,
making it the most economical, as well
as the most reliable treatment for the
cure of catarrh.
Do not delay longer the use of Hyomei,
This is a purely
if you have catarrh.
local disease, and Hyomei goes right to
the spot where the catarrhal germs are
present, destroys them, soothes and
heals all inflammation, and makes a permanent and lasting cure.

Prescriptions
but

men's supper at the
Congregational church has been set for
Thursday, Jan. 2->th. It is understood
that the male cooks of the society will
lay themselves out to do the best thing
yet, on that occasion.
The

Mrs. Η. M. Child left Thursday mornto spend the rest
of the winter. Before going she resigned her position as president of the
Γ ni versai ist Good Cheer Society, and
Mrs. Elizabeth Edgerley was chosen in
her place.

j
the)

I

Combination car No. SMJ has been
substituted for No. S30 on the Norway
train, and will probably remain there
permanently. The other car when it
was remodeled had its seating capacity
reduced to a limit of twenty-four, and
this is too small.

Γ

Wednesday

evening for Chicago, on account of the
sickness of his son, Harold C. Anderson,

who has been seriously ill with pneumonia. Telegrams and letters received
since indicate that Harold is doing well,
so that he is no longer under the doctor's
It was thought that he might
care.
come home with his father, but he probably will not.

Paris Lodge, F. and A. M., at its
aunual meeting last Tuesday evening
chose officers as follows:
W. >1—Alton C. Wheeler.
S. W.—Charles H. Howard.
•J. W—Wirt Stanlev.
Treasurer—Win. O. Frothlngham.
Secretary—Walter L. Gray
S. I).—Wallace B. Strickland.
J. I».—L. L. Brlggs.
Com. of Finance—Arthur fc. 1?orbes, Charles
H. George. Albert W. Walker.
Trustee- of Charity Fund—for three years,
C h tries H. George. Albert W. Walker. ». H.
« ttuam J.
Stuart; for one year to till vacancies,
Wheeler, Alton C. Wheeler.

Following the election there was work
the M. M. degree, and later a lunch
wu served, and an hour of social enjoyment closed a somewhat lengthy session.
in

The officers of Stony Brook Lodge,
Ν. Ε. 0. P., were installed Wednesday
eveuing in Odd Fellows' Hall, in the
and three
presence of between two
hundred members of the order and invited guests. Lakeside Lodge of Norway had been given a special invitation,
and a large delegation came from there
The installing officer was Miss Mabel
deputy.
Warren of Norway, district
installation refreshments
After the
entheD
was
were served, and a sociable
joyed. The officers are as follows:
Junior Pa*t Warden—L. M. Window.
Wantfa—Mre. L. M Wlnaiow.
Vice Warden-Prank A. Brlggs.
fin. Sec.—Albert K. Dean.
Mrs. Albert E. Dean.
Kec. Sec
Tr^art.—Μ γη. Bertha Turner.
Chap.—Mr*. A·I·lie Hill.
Gu.mllan—Osman till).
—

Sentinel—Leland Edwards.

I ni-

At the annual meeting of the
versalist parish held Tuesday evening,
Jan. 9th, the report of the treasurer
showed the iinaucial condition to be
better than any previous year. The
funded debt has been reduced çôOO during the year. The outstanding subscriptions when paid, with the $100
promised by the state convention, will
largely reduce the small floating debt for
The following are
current expenses.
the officers elected for the ensuing year:
Moderator—A. D. Park.
Tru-tee*— l>r. J. G. Little tleM, Charles A.
Young. >1 *.·» Grace Thtyer.

Clerk—W. P. Morton.
Treasurer—A. D. Park.
Committee on munie for the year— L. h. Monk,
Mrs. I. E. Andrews, Mrs. Georgia Thayer.
It was voted to add $.*>00 to the insur-

A vote of thanks
on the church.
extended to the retiring board of
trustees for their faithful and loyal
service, with regret that they declined to
serve another year.
ance
was

At their meeting here Tuesday, the
trustees of the Oxford County Agricultural Society revised the premium
list for this year's fair, and made other
A
necessary preliminary arrangements.
small increase was made in the purses
for drawing oxen, and a slight increase
in some of the trotting purses, otherwise the list remains about as before.
The society is in excellent condition
financially, with all bills paid and no
debt, and owning one of the best plants
in the state. It also has an active and
interested board of officers, every one of
whom takes hold and works to make
the fair as big a success as possible.
For this year s fair the duties of the
as berespective officers will be aboutWheeler
fore. President William J.
will be superintendent of grounde; λ iceI'resideut Henry D. Hammond superintendent of hall ; Secretary and Treasurer
William O. Frothingham in charge of
ticket department; J. W. Libby, E. W.
Penley and Charles F. Millett superintendents of cattle department; Ε. E.
Andrews and T. P. Richardson superintendents of horse department.

charg-l

w»

Edelweiss Walu.
tioUMsh

1.11 la Earrar.

Mazurka.

Aiola Pike.

Bit-hard Stiles.

WalU of the Flower Girls,
itutli Bolster.
Rod'Uuo,
Geneva Young.
CUinee of Love
Marjorte Barker.
Love'· Oracle.
lUa l)ean.
Nadia Mazurka
Nellie Jacki-on.
A Morning Stroll
Ma-jorle Barker.
Blue Bird Polka Bedows,
Axola Pike.
Air du Ballet
Nellie Jackson.

Vanderbeek
Η«η!!
W llllauis

...Iifcihasi
Engleinann

L*0**
Boger*

refreshment!
the
programme
served followed by selections on
the zonophone. It la proposed to hold
After
were

these recital· every month

through

liam

!

the
Library
library rooms Saturday evening. The
tiuancial standing of the association is
better thau for sumo time. A full and
interesting report of the year's work was
presented by the librarian. Miss Knight.
The new catalogues were on haud. and
the price of them was tixed at titteen
cents to those not members of the association. There was some consideration
of the question of maintaining the membership of the association, and a further
the matter will
statement regarding
probably be published later. The
officers elected are:
President—James 8. Wright.
VlwI'reeliltBt-J. H. Bean.
Secretary ami Treasurer—X. D. Bolster.
Director*—lames S. Wright, Albert I). Park,
AltouC. Wheeler, &11»· Susie L. Rounds, Rev.
U. A. Clifford.
The directors re-elected Miss Alice B.
Knight librarian, and also discussed new
books, and accepted a small list which
will be purchased.

this winter in Boston in a school devoted to the preparation of teachers in

I manual

RouUne Buslneaa.
Conferring 5th degree.
Woman's naif hour.
Topic, "Best mean· to promote happiness 1
strong the rural population."
by membor of Franklin Grange.
Intermission.

P.M.

Music

early settler, a
a prominent
early days of the

an

|

man of affairs in the
town. His father was Dea. Obadiah
Berry, who resided during his whole life
of 85 years in this town, a prosperous
farmer and a prominent churchman.
Charles Henry was born in Buckfield
March 20, 1824, and was therefore almost
82 at his decease. When young he learned the trade of cabinet maker of Dea.
Kicker of Livermore, and subsequently
worked several years in Massachusetts.
He then settled in Auburn, engaging in
furniture making, working many years
He married
with Jonathan Raynes.
Cynthia S. Harris of Danville, (now Auburn) and identified himself with the
progressive interests of the town, becoming a member of the High Street Congregational church, his membership continuing until the time of his death. Hie
aged parents requiring his filial care be,
forty-seven years ago, returned to his
native town, which has since been his
continued place of residence. He became a prosperous farmer, has often
been called to serve the people as a
town officer and was a well beloved and
respected citizen. For the past year
he has been in failing health, and a short
time ago he experienced a shock from
which he failed to recover.
His surviving family consists of his
wife and two children, Charles F., with
whom he resided, and Ida B., wife of
Hon. Oscar H. Hersey of Portland. He
was buried from his home Sunday, Jan.
7, Rev. W. D. Athearn officiating clorgyremarkable
was
The occasion
man.
for the attendance of aged people.

Furnished by Jackson's orchestra.
Cleo Wentworth, a former student of Favor.
Mrs. H. J. Bangs entertained Miss
the academy, is now teaching at Bemis,
Falls Sunday.
Maine, but expects to resume her studies Staples of Rumford
The officers elected Saturday by the
at the academy in the spring.
Trade Association
Mr. Newman, the teacher of manual Norway Co-operative
training, will spend two or three weeks are:

training.

Power Development at Oilead.
It is expected that during the coming
j summer a large work of power develop! ment will be carried out on the Androscoggin River at Gilead. Parties in Berlin, N. H., have acquired title to the
an
Hall
At Good Cheer
Friday evening
Coffin farm and considerable other laod
I
of
the
of
members
informal reception
the river. One report is that the
along
and
church
congregation
I'niversalist
Berlin Mills Co. is behind the deal, A
and friends was held with a large atdam will be built this year, it is expecttendance. After all had assembled, the
the titles already acquired it
Albert 1 ed. With
company was called to order by
to develop about 4000
will
be
possible
D. Park, Esq., who spoke briefly of the I horse
while by acquiring more

Opened

Berry, being

Clarence M. Smith, for manjr yearn
machinist at the B. F. Spinney & Co.
shoe factory, had an attack of blindness
last Thursday. He immediately had a
specialist examine his eyes, which have
for some time troubled him, and he
found the cause of blindness to be the
rupture of a blood vessel, and that by
absorption the sight will· probably be reto get about and is
will probably be presented about the' stored. He can see
improving each day.
first of February.
Ladiee' night at Oxford Lodge, No.
A very enjoyable evening was spent in
A. M., will be held in the near
Academy Hall Tuesday evening, Jan. 18, F. and
are
Hazel Robinson Scores High.
). The social was given by the entire future. All necessary arrangements
first officers of the
school, thus making possible the tine being made bv the
hand.
in
matter
the
They
FBIKNDS ALL OVKK MAINE WANT HKR
treat of ice cream and cake which was lodge, havifle
M. D.; S. W.,
nerved during the evening. Music was are: W. M., Harry Farris,
TO WIN GLOME EDUCATIONAL CONTEST.
George L. Curtis; J. W., James N.

at

Reading, Norway Grange.
8 la tar Orra Bird.
Song.
to
Question, "FertHlxer· and their application
different crops."
J. A. Roberts, followed by U.
Bro.
Opened by
M Tucker, and general dlacuMlon
Slater C. Ε Valentine of Bethel.
Song
OncTh&lf hour In charge of lecturer of Franklin
Grange.
T. L. Pike of Paris Grange.
Song
by Franklin Grange.
Music
S. E. Jackson, Sec.

power,
a total of about 5000 horee
power can be developed if desired.
It is the understanding at Gilead that
a pulp mill will be built there to use the

flowage,

power.
The report is that the contract to build
the dam, head works, canal, etc., baa already been awarded, and that work will
begin as early as possible in the spring.
Gilead bids fair to be a lively place
next summer.

DANGERS OF A COLD AND
TO AVOID THEM.

HOW

More fatalities have their origin
result from a cold than from any other
This fact alone should make
cause.
people more careful as there is no danit is
ger whatever from a cold when
properly treated in the beginning. For
Chamberlain's
Cough
years
many
Remedy has been recognised m the most
prompt and effectual medicine in use for
this disease. It acta on nature's plan,
loosens the cough, relieves the lungs,
in
opens the secretions and aids nature
restoring the system to a healthy condition. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
in or

Snutfc Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
Hoi For Mexico.

A number of persons have signified
their intention of viaiting Mexico on the
special excursion which leave· Montreal
on
by the Grand Trunk Railway System are
January 29th next, among whom
features
The
many
several clergymen.
offered on this tour whieh are not given
by any other is reoognixed by, the traveller, and the knowledge that it is the
only one through the "Oldest Country in
the New World" covering all the principal points, seems to have appealed to
those who know a good thing. Application to J. Quinlan, District Passenger

Here is a little 12-year-old Maine girl,
whose heart is set on a college education,
and who means to get it through the
kindness of the people of her state, if
those who have not pledged their supSee.—Mr. C. W. Ryereon.
port elsewhere will send her their
Trvae.—H. C. Oxnanl.
in the Boston Olobe contest.
coupons
Auditor— Florlun Grover.
Her name is Hazel Robinson and ehe
Directors—C. W. Ryereon, Fred Bowe and C. |
lives in York. She is one of twins in a
E. Freeman.
of five children, and her parents
the family
of
Davis
E.
Charles
Gen.
Brig.
are hardworking and deserving people.
N. G. S. M. inspected Co. D of the let
Little Hazel is wonderfully bright, atRegt. Thursday evening at the company's tractive and capable, ranks high in the
of
an
attendance
was
There
armory.
grammar school, and promises rare menforty officers and men. Gen. Davis tal development. She is receiving the
found the company in most excellent
support of everybody who knows her,
condition, and of the nine inspections not only in recognition of her deserving
the
bead.
thus far made Co. D's is at
Is
qualities, but unhappily because ehe
Mrs. Davis accompanied her husband to
handicapped in life as the result of scarthe
with
was
much
and
pleased
Norway
let fever a few years ago when she was
visit.
left a helpless little cripple, and she will
V. W. Hills was made a member of never be able to take a step without the
the executive committee at the annual aid of crutches. This fact she does not
meeting of the opticians1 association at mean shall stand in the way of her future
Fairfield laet week.
usefulness if she is only able to obtain
While Mr. and Mrs. Carl Shank, who an education, and the strength of purlive on the old Pike place on Pike Hill,
is
pose and cheerfulness she maintains
were driving to the village Saturday
of most sincere admiration.
worthy
of
morning, at a place about one-third
By all means if you have no other use
the distance down Pike Hill the breech- for
to
your Globe coupons cut this out
the
let
and
broke
heavy remember
ing of the horses
the address and send them to
wax
Shank
Mr.
horse.
the
on
to
sleigh
Hazel Robinson in York.
thrown from the sleigh, but Mrs. Shank
remained in the sleigh until the horse
A Sleety Day.
made the turn from Whitman Street to (With more or lee» apologies to the shade of
Tennyson.)
H. J. Banes' yard, when she was thrown
with great force to the road. The horse
Slide, elide, elide,
the
cold
On
which
hill
gray Ice-Oh, see I
road,
anguided ran down the
Ami I wouldn't dare to utter
is very steep and icy, with great speed.
The worde that the wind brings to me.
While both Mr. and Mrs. Shank were
Oh. well for the little boy
somewhat shaken up, cut and bruised,
That a fall doesn't hart him at play;
in
fortunate
escapwere
On. well for the older lad
extremely
they
That ho ilngs as he slips by the way.
harand
The
serious
sleigh
injury.
ing
ness were quite badly broken, the horse
And the stately man goes down
With a thud that shakes the hill :
cut some, but on the whole the accident
So give htm the help of anoutrtretched hand,
resulted most fortunately for all.
And keep your laughter still.
Slide, slide, slide.
THE GRIP.
To the foot of the street—Oh. Gee!
"Before we can
But the tender spots where the Ice has hitsympathize with
ourselves."
Well, I'm glad they are not on me.
suffered
have
others, we must
No one can realize the saffering attendTO PREVENT BILIOUS
HOW
ant upon an attack of the grip, unless
ATTACKS.
There
actual
bad
the
has
he
experience.
One who is subject to bilious attacks
is probably no disease that causes so
much physical and mental agony, or will notice that for a day or more before
which so successfully defies medical aid. the attaok he is not hungry at meal times
A dose of
All danger from the grip, however, and feels dull after eating.
Tabmaybe avoided by the prompt use of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. Among lets when these first symptoms appear
They are for
the tens of thousands who have used will ward off the attaok.
this remedy, not one ha* ever been re- sale by Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris,
ported that has resulted in pneumonia Jones Drug Store, Oxford, Noyes Drug
For sale by Store, Norway.
or that has not recovered.

Shurtlefl 4 Co., South Paria; Noyea
For any disease of the skin there is
Drug 8tore, Norway; Jones Drug Store,
nothing better than Chamberlain's salve.
Oxford.
It prevents the itobing and burning senIt

Κ··ρ· Um Feet Warm ud Dry.

In Dlckvale, Jan β, Mrs. E. G. Child, aged 43
years.
In Dlckvale, Jan. 9, Mrs. Daniel Cummlngs,
trol M years.
In Brownflold, Jan. 9, Miss Emma Rounds.
In Norway, Jan 9, Mrs. Lydla Wlnslow, aged
Κ years, 6 months.
In Bucklleld, Jan., Mrs. Betsey P. (Turner)
Monk, sged 77 years.
In Boston, Ji>n. 12, Dr. Artemas L. Ilersey of
Oxford, aged 79 years. 10 months.
In Bethel, Jan. 12, Mrs. Newell Annas.

TOWN NOTICE.

If you have any bill against the Town of Paris,
either highway Dill, snow bill or pauper bill,
will you please present It at once for payment,
as It Is Impossible to give you accurate account
of the standing of yonr town affairs unless all
bills are presented. Send them all In by Jan. 27,
1906. Per order of
SELECTMEN OF PABIS.

E. W.

Next to Post

sation

instantly

and soon effects a cure.

Aik to-day for Allen'· Foot-Kaae, a powder. It Sold by Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris,
onres CbllbUln·, 8woUen, eweattog. Bore, AchThe Dexter Board of Trade is considerJonea Drug Store, Oxford, Noyes Drag
Montreal,
Station,
Bonaventure
of
a
log,
Damp feet. At all droggtta and shoe stores,
lighting
municipal
Agent,
th< ing the question
Store, Norway.
Mceats.
secure ali particulars.
will
plant.

Β

3 <3

Pretty

Parting price,

col-

lOo.

SACQUES

Parting price, 50o.

of $1.08

quality,

Flannelette

in very desirable styles and colore. Our
10c. quality, but we are a little over-

Parting price, 98c. stocked,

Parting price,

7 l-2o.

Flannelette Qowns

of soft and warm Swansdown. Shades that have no outs but are fresh and of
of blue and pink in fine combinations of the be*t
quality of outing. Colon are
colorings, neatly trimmed. They are blue, pink and white. Plaited yoke,
odd lots from our once big stock, $.'1.50
nicely embroidered with white. Wristquality,
The reason for
band also embroidered.
Parting price, $1.98 changing the price of these $1.50 goods
is,

Neckwear
in the finest designs of silk and chiffon,
slightly mussed from the Holiday rush,
50c.

quality,

Parting price, 25c.

our

98c.

quality

are

all

sold,

thus this

Parting price,

98o.

Shirt Waists.
The sale in this department is still on
money saving basis for you.

Pharmacist.

Office, South

Paris.

this 9tb day of January,
Dlxlleld, Me.,rotrrio
lû w 1 fTP

GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee In Bankruptcr.

NOTICE,
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

)
the matter of
CHARTES H. MORRISON, { In Bankruptcy.
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Charles H. Morrison In the
:
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the l.'Uh dar of
!
H.
Morri»on
said
Charles
the
D.
A.
Jau
1906,
!
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
I
Ûrst meeting of his creditors will be held at the
31st
the
on
Court House lu South Paris,
1906, at 10 o'clock
day of January, A.at D.
which tine tho said
In the forenoon,
creditors
may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examlnn the bankrupt,
In

Û

2s
Saï
Ë&
and transact cuch other business as may \
<tr
«β β
By
properly come before said meeting.
SO t<5
ZC
South Paris, Jan 15.1906.
Dec. 81, 1874, φ 4 67
Ulara L. Mixer,
GEO. A. WILSON,
Sophia and Geo. I.apham, Jan. 23.1883, 10V01
Referee In Itankruutcv.
I hereby rertify that the above statement Is
and
best
to
true according
belief,
knowledge
my
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Treasurer.
NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
MIKE GILL,
of Rumford Falls, Bankrupt. )
of
Mike
To the creditors
OUI, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 13th day of
January, A. D. line, the said Mike Gill wax
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flint
meeting of bis creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on the 31st day of Jan.,
A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
I
South Parla, Jan. 15,1906.
GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

quality,

Norway,

Ladies'

|

J

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at
A. W. Walker &. Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

-

Ideal

Maine.

Specialty

have a very nice assortment, sizes 32 to
the best made wrappers

Store.

-

Wrapper.

Our Winter Line of Fleece Lined Wrappers is
ever

46.

now

The Ideal

complete.

Wrapper

is

We

one

of

These
in the market for fit and fullness.
and
always give
as well as a small one

wrappers will fit a large lady just
two prices.
perfect satisfaction. Try one and see. Price $1, $1.25, only
are
we
selling at
which
We have a very few Coats, Furs, and Skirts
to
Furs,
$10,
98c. to
Coats, $1.50
cost to make room for our spring line.

$13, Skirts, $3.98

to

$5.

M.

L.
Telephone 18-4

L.UNT,
136 Main

St., Norway

Rubbers with Leather Tops.
We have had

a

remarkable sale

on our

LEATHER TOP RUBBERS.
They are

the best

We still have

inch

trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, Jan. 1, 1908.

living.

S"3

and 15c.

stock.

Dressing Sacques Jasper Waistings

| claims, appoint a

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
The following statement contains the name,
the amount standing to his credit, the last known
or post-office address and the
place of residence
fact of death. If known, of every depositor In the
South Paris Saviugs Bank, who has not made a
deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof, or any
part of the dividends thereon, for a period of
more than 20 years next preceding November 1,
1905, and Is not known to the treasurer to be

°

ors

to have been

seem

large
quality,

to count

NOTICE.

South Paris Savings Bank,

«I

pleased

In tho District Court of the United State· for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
5 In Bankruptcy.
GORDON O'LEARY,
of Rumford Falls, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of Gordon O'Lcary, In the
County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 30th day of
December, A. D. 1905, the said Gordon O'Leary
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on the 24th day of Jan.,
A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clock lk the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their

CitCLAIMED DEPOSITS
IN THE

2*
3-r

Dated at
—

CHANDLER,

£

drug

book άββ, page 272, did assign said mortgage
deed, the note, debt and claim thereby secured
tome,the undersigned; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now,
therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mort-

Matched Hani Wood Floor Boards for sale.

« u

cent

building* thereon situated In said DIxfleM and
Beginning
bounded and described as follow·:
at a point at the junction of the road leading
from the Thos. J. White place In Mexico with
the roa't leading from Dlxlleld Village to Carthroad to land
age; thence westerly along said
a*
formerly owned by w. W. Walt and knownand
thence
northerly
the Mercy Austin place;
westerly and bounded hy said Austin land to
Webb'· river; thence northerly along said river
to land of Olive Brackett: thence easterly along
said Olive BrackeU's land to said road leading
from Dix field to Carthage and thence southerly
along said road to point of starting, said land Is
known as the L. V. Brackett homestead place
and brick yard, and whereas, said Charles F.
Smith bv his deed of assignment dated January
twentv-thlrd, 1904, and recorded in said Registry,

I

Planing, Sawing and Job Work. |

Maine.

Stray pieces that

left over from a

which have been somewhat mussed in in very pretty stripes and figures. CanThey arc not be beaten for shirt waists. Our regthe ruah of Holiday trade.
made from good quality Arnold flannel ular price, 12 l-2c.,
and Swansdown in a large assortment of
Parting prioe, 9o.
color*.
SACQUES of 08c., $1.25 and $1.50

on

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Whereas, Oeonrc F. Bracket! ami Irving L.
Brackett, both of Dlxfleld, In tbe County of Oxford and State of Maine, by their mortgage deed
dated tbo twenty-eighth day of April, 1900, and
recorded In the Oxford Registry of Deed*, book
Charles F. Smith of
I 283, page 135, conveyed to Oxford
and State of
Rumford. in the County of
or
a
certain
piece
Maine,
parcel of land with the

CHANDLER,

....

one

itself at this

BROOKS—The

In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or I
Outside work, send In your orders. Pine Lum
her and 8 hi η glee on hand Cheap for Cash.

Sumner,

69c.

Parting prioe,

Yard Wide
Flannelette.

over.

If

West

any

than a fair price on the

I should be

Dept.

you, when next you have a prescription, among the 43100 and

Also Window dt Door Frames.

W.

indirectly,

high
quality.

store.

Builders' Finish I

E.

or

prescription

vtvuvo.

Revolutionary soldier and

I

hold

more

In the death of Charles Henry Berry,
which occurred Jan. 5th, Buckfield loses
one of its most valued representatives of
He was a member
a former generation.
furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
I
of one of the old sterling families of Sizewill
or Style at reasonable prices.
Buckfield, his grandfather, Dea. Wil-

with!

was

ν

Charles Henry Berry.

thel

Association

tUMVU

directly

both of Hartford.

Died.

1st
used

file and you have not paid,

Tn

Oxford.

fori

------

Joyous Pea-ant.

—

Cashier.

UIDV/UOOlUg

Porter was treasurer of the clnb last
year. He is spending the long holiday
vacation in B«nn, Germany. It is gratifying to Mr. Porter's friends at home to
bear that it is probable that Bowdoin
will give him his degree next June, as
he was a leading member of the class of
'06 when he received the appointment to

|:

---

Schumann

Ct Li ν 1

notl

results accomplished in the work of this
church iu the few years since its beginning, referring especially to the large I
part in the work done by the pastor, Rev.
J. II. Little. The curtain of the stage
was then raised, disclosing a Morris I
chair which was a testimonial to Mr.
Little from his friends. Mrs. Little was
also presented with a purse and a small
Mr. Little responded
sum of money.
with much feeling, reviewing the work
done during his pastorate, congratulating the people upon the present hopeful
outlook, and bidding them continue the
work with unabated zeal. A short prowas then
gramme of music and readings
and afterwards light refreshA very enjoyable recital was given by enjoyed,
It was a very pleasments were served.
the younger pupils of Mrs. Cora S.
ant aifair in all respects. Much of the I
home
her
evening,
Wednesday
at
Briggs,
credit for it is due to Miss Leighton,
Jan. 10th. The following programme
with who had general charge of the arrangewas played entirely from memory,
ments.
the exception of one piece:
Krogroann
The Little Prince
Oxford Pomona Grange.
Mildred Curtis.
Streabo*
Polka Mazurka,
Reua Trlbou.
Time, 1st Tuesday in February. Pl^ce, j
Ellnieorelch Franklin
Spinning Song
Grange, Bryant's Pond.
Berenice Nash.

zation is for mutual benefit and keeps in
touch with the doings on this side of the
water, taking magazines and newspapers

client,!1

Jied.
Miss Hall, the retiring N'oble Grand,
The funeral will be held at Oxford on
has been one of the beet and leaves the | Tuesday, at 1 ι», m.
chair with the lodge in a decidedly
Fryeburg Academy.
nourishing condition. She has not been
Vera Cameron, one of the students of
absent a single meeting for the year. !
May the seed she has sown coutinue to the academy, has entered the Globe con- J
bud and blossom through the year the test and her votes now number nearly
three thousand. Any aid to enlarge this
lodge is just entering upon.
number of votes will be kindly received.1
Public
of
the
Paris
The annual meeting
| The senior drama is under way and f

Harvard

province being represented. The organi-

wasl

»

course

There is

file.

prescriptions

Over 43100

Born.

a

David R.
Porter, the well known
Maine boy, now a second year Rhodes
student at Oxford University, England,
has been accorded a marked honor by
the American Club, by being elected its
president. The American Club is an
organization of the American Rhodes
students at Oxford now numbering about
100, every state, territory and Canadian

de-1

j

and

on

standard of drugs and

chemicals; there is no
grade, 2d grade or third
in prescription work by
druggist.

Brownfield, Dec., to the wife of Benjamin
twin daughters.
Robert T. White house of Portland has Wade,
In Portland, Dec 18, to the wife of Frank S.
been nominated for United States dis- WaUlron, formerly of Norway, a son, Joseph
trict attorney for Maine to succeed Hon. Goold.
In Norway, Jan. 5, to the wife of Levi CrockIsaac W. Dyer, whose term will soon
ett, a daughter.
expire. Mr. Whitehouse is the son of
Judge William P. Whitehouse of the
Maine Supreme Court, and one of the
Married.
must prominent of the younger attorneys of the state. He served as county
In Norway. Jan. 5. by Rev. Marcus H. Carroll,
attorney from 1000 to 1904, and while Mr Robert Ford Blckford of Brandon, Maniand Miss Alma Eldlth Holt of Norway.
acting in that capacity made an enviable toba,
In Norwar, Jan. β. by Rev. C. A. Brooks, Mr.
Mr. Whitehouse
record for himself.
Lewis N. Llbby and Miss Iza E. Herrlck, both
was born at Augusta in 1870, graduated
of Greenwood.
In Hartford, Jan. 14, by W. H. Eastman, E««.,
from Harvard in 1891 and took a three
Mr. Lewis S. Hayford and Miss Elizabeth Cotle,
Law School.
in

years'

min-1

retiring)

N. Anderson started

26 years old
native of St. John, Ν. B.

I

j
I

ing for Massachusetts

Ε.

fully mangled that
later. McNuity was

the)

annual

An interesting feature of the meeting
of Paris Grange on the 0th was a presentation. Ο. K. Clifford, the
master of the grange, was pregented with
a Morris chair and Mrs. Clifford was presented with a parlor lamp. The presentation was made in an appropriate
address by Kev. H. A. Clifford.

The passengers on the
Klchanlson, Ve'ma Hobbe.
train Thursday afternoon, commonly Hatlie
In fchool—Margie Hobbe, Lena Buck, Alton
Hamlin Lodge, Knights of Pythias, known as "the express," may congratu- : Howe.
will serve a supper to members of the late themselves on the slight cuiise-1 Reporter—Mrs. F. D. Knightly.
order and their invited guests at Κ. P. I quencee of an accident which happened j Janitor—Alton Howe.
W. G. Rand and party were at
Hall Friday evening at 7 o'clock. This I to their train. A journal broke on one
w'll be followed by installation of officers! of the trucks under the tender of the, Beal's House Saturday.
The annual meeting of the stockof the lodge and an entertainment.! locomotive.
The engineer knew of.
Members of Mizpali Assembly and their I nothing wrong until he attempted to put holders of the Norway and Western
husbands are invited.
>n the
air brakes at the South Paris Railroad will be held at the Deering
station. They failed to work, and the Street office Tuesday, Jan. 10th.
There was a large audience at the
The Merry Eight whist club visited
train shot by the station at high speed,
of
Baptist church Sunday evening when I *nd ran down
out of the yard Oxford Tuesday evening and partook
nearly
Kev. A. K. Baldwin preached an earnest
λ most delightful and abundant supper
be
it
could
before
stopped.
gospel sermon. Special meetings will be I
Whist was
Hotel.
Investigation showed that the truck at the Lako View
continued this week on Tuesday at
for an hour.
on to the track near the played after the supper
frame
dropped
Congregational.
Wednesday at the Sothic Street
and evening's
croesing. That it should ( They report the sleighing
Methodist, Friday at the Baptist church.
over the ice, ties and planks,of the ( Duting most delightful.
All persons are cordially invited to at- Irag
Woodman observed her
;rack, over frogs and switches, for half a. Mrs. John
tend any of these meetings.
friends at the
mile, without derailing the train or, birthday Wednesday with
There will be a rehearsal for the
causing a serious accident, is most re-, "Kingfisher."
the Lucius I.
at
ended
have
Operations
strel show at R. N. Hall's Tuesday even-1 narkable. As it was, nothing left the
The Irish
ing of this week. The committee is
rails; but it was necessary to use the Bartlett pine lot in Oxford.
sirous of having as large a chorus as I sngine of a freight train which was in & Clou tier Lumber Co. will next operate
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H.
possible, and every man in the village I :he yard to pull the train away from the it Carthage.
house,
who can sing is invited to be present at I wrecked tender, and it was with con- McKeen, who ran the boarding
these rehearsals. Do not hesitate to tiderable care and difficulty that the bave returned to their East Oxford
join for the reason that you do not sing I ;ender was backed up and got on to the borne.
D. S. Sanborn is the new surveyor of
much, for "every little bit helps."
tiding, to clear the main line. A wrecktimber for C. B. Cummings & Sons.
ng train was sent from Portland to put
F. A. Fox, Esq., of Kezar Falls,
Norway High, '08, will give a supper
new truck under the tender.
I
here Thursday to consult his
Hall Friday
An engine was sent from Mechanic Mid sociable at G. A. R.
Wesley Chick, who is held in jail
All are invited to atto take the passenger train into jvening, Jan. 19.
falls
ed with the murder of his great-uncle, I
Portland, but it was delayed here about tend.
David Varney of Porter. Chick has
An electric motor will be used to run
m hour and a half, not getting away
made any public statement regarding
rhe machines in the stitching room at
after six o'clock.
jutil
of
all newshis case, and representatives
will be an indeThis train runs on a fast schedule, and the shoe factory. This
«U
1
«J
papers have been refused permission to I
power and not in any way connUvt
pendent
wvu*»vw
vue; ι/tvun
the
is
intimated
that
talk with him. It
other rooms and mations while running at full speed, it nected with the
defence may be made for him that he is
in this
tvould have been likely to make itself :hinery. It is understood that
was
and
that
he
obtained
morally irresponsible,
cnown by a bad smash-tip.
I way much better results will be
I
of
and
direction
the
at
acting
instigation
with the work.
i
some one else.
Dr. A. L. Hersey.
| The monthly meeting of the Norway
was held at Engine
Dr. A. L. Hersey of Oxford, one of the Board of Trade
The ice business has been lively
of Bouse Hall Tuesday evening.
older
the
of
known
best
physiciaus
W.
Walker
«&
where
A.
the past week,
A stated convocation of Oxford Royal
most
Son are cutting above the Park Street Dxford County, and one of the
of his town,1 Arch Chapter, No. 29, was held Wednescitizens
fill-1
finished
respected
have
highly
nearly
bridge. They
home of day evening with work in the M. E.
ing their houses, and quantities has I lied od Friday, Jan. 12, at the
in degree.
been hauled off by the farmers, a line oil his daughter, Miss Heloise E. Hersey,
A party of eight, four young ladies
Death was due to cerebral:
teams being in waiting to load much of I Boston.
ind four young gentlemen, chaperoned
the time. The ice is about thirteen I hemorrhage, and his illness was only
by their teaehers, Mr. Wheeler and Miss
inches thick, and as handsome stuff as I two days in duration.
Harlow,
enjoyed an oyster supper at
of
native
a
was
Livermore,
Dr.
The
Hersey
ever was taken out of the water.
Homer Tubbs' camp, Pennesseewassee
Hie
1320.
March
lie
was
born
where
j
17,
I
was
it
sledding has been as good as ever
evening.
in the world, and it has been a very I sarly education was acquired in the Lake, Monday
Dr. E. A. Sheehy, after a pleasant vathe Oxford )
good time to get the ice. Charles E. jchoole of Livermore and at
in New York, has
weeks
two
of
cation
Benuett is now cutting farther up the Normal Institute in South Paris. When
to his work at Dr. F. E. Drake's.
twenty-four years of age he began the returned
river, in the river channel around
Μ re
W
R
Jones entertained the
bend above I'enley's Grove, some half a I itndy of medicine. Ho graduated from i
Barton Reading Club at her home on
mile as the river tlows above the bridge. I the Maine Medical School in 1853, and at
Street Thursday afternoon.
»nce located in Oxford, where he has PleaHant
lie will till his ice house from there.
E. R. Berry has moved from Danforth
His practice, until ;
aver since remained.
corner of Paris
The officers of Mt. Pleasant Rebekah advancing years necessitated a lessening Street to his new home,
Lodge were installed Friday evening by I i)f his work, was large, and his patients and Greene Streets.
after a long sickD. I). G. P.. Mrs. C. M. Howard,
reposed in him even more than the ! Mrs. Lydia Winslow, on Paris
Stroet
the assistance of Mrs. T. S. Barue* mstoraary confidence accorded a phy- ness, died at her borne
9. She was born in Baras marshal.
sician. He was a gentleman of scholar- Tuesday, Jan.
They are as follows:
Her husband,
N. 8., in 1827.
N. G.— Miss Mmu I l>oug)ase.
ly rniud and attainments, interested in rington,
died many years ago. She
V. G.—Mrs. F. K. Kimball.
educational matters, and was superin- George C.,
Tress.—Mr». Albert Dean.
E. C. Winslow, in trade
tendent of schools in Oxford for many leaves one son,
Fin. Sec.—Mr*. Frank 3. Clark.
here. Funeral at the house attended by
Rec. Set·.—Ml-β Haute Leach.
years.
R. S Ν. G.—Mrs J. S. Wright
Dr. Hersey married Heloise H., daugh-, Rev. B. S. Rideout.
L. 8. N. G.—Mrs. Louise 1. Brlgg*.
Norway
The stockholders of the
ter of Hon. Jairus S. Keith of Oxford.
Ο. G.—Sanfortl M. Brown.
elected the folMrs. Hersey died only a few years since. I National Bank Tuesday
I. G.—Mrs. Frank E. Buck.
E.
C.
N.
Holt,
C.
Cou.—Mrs. F. S. Wright.
They had one daughter, Miss Heloise E. lowS.directors: H. D. Tubbs,
Warden—Mies Ava Leach.
Smith and F. W.
L.
Billings,
and
educator
a
now
Hersey,
promiuent
Chaplain—Mrs. C. M. Howan I.
directors elected C. N.
author in Boston, at whose home he Sanborn. The
R. s. V. G—Mrs. W. B. Strickland.
L. 3. V. G.—Ml»» fcmma Haskell.
I Tubbs President and H. D. Smith

one

Corset

Here are odd lots, W. B., Thompson's
Glove Fitting, and R. Λ G. All makes of
standard. These are of the $1.00

Lounging Robes

Over 43100

j

I

TO CUSX

In our preparations for stock-taking we find goods that must go.
Thousands who have been cured by
Hyomei, cell the inhaler that cornes with The only reason is they are ODD LOTS, ODD SIZES, or SLIGHTevery outfit "The little pocket physiclan," as it is so email that it can be LY MUSSED.
carried in the pocket or purse.
Should you take an active part in this sale you will be greatly pleased
Prior to the discovery of Hyomei,
the goods and with the handsome saving.
with
of
atatistics ahowed that at leaat 97 out

j

Mr. Waltz.

CO.

SHUBTLKFF A

CATABBH.

LThe

This
great call for sidewalk sand, and Selectman Bowker has used ifc liberally on the
icy walks a number of times.

IHHALBB THAT IS GUABAXTEID

HTOMKI

The many friend· of Dr. A. W. Harris,
BEMEDY.
The excellent sledding and first-class formerly president of the Univeraity of
'Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the superSubject of the Y. P. C.
weather
are being improved by Maine, will be happy to know that he
winter
the
in
town
last
brown-tail
was
I next Sunday evening, "Good and Bad
moth,
of the intendent of Cart Service at Kingston,
OBAHD TKCHK KATLWAT.
week. As there was a strong suspicion those who have wood and timber to haa been tendered the presidency
that
I Discontent."
Northwestern University at Evanston, Jamaica, West Indies Islands, says
market
in
the
moths
that
there
of
were
some
October
1,1900,
Commencing
she. has for some years used Chamberbe
without
which
doubt,
on
will be entertaioe<l at
III.,
Club
ladiea
position,
A sleigh driven by two
^enec*
Norway, he was sent there to investigate,
lain's Cough Remedy for ooughs, croup
TRAINS UUVE SO era PAKIB
Mrs. Wirt Stanley'· this Monday evening and while in this
was will accept.
vicinity made a pretty Main Street Thursday afternoon
and whoopiug cough and has found it
t.olug 'lovrD.eant)—S 36 A. M.„ dalhr; 9:30 A. M. I
Mrs. Stanley and Mrs. F. A. Shurtleff.
Main
down
ran
The
horse
by
overturned.
Thornton Bodge, a rural mail carrier very beneficial. She has implicit confithorough examination of the trees here,
.(ally except Sunday ; 4 33 P. ■·, dally.
to the Andrews stable. No one
Walter Starbird is soon to leave the especially those near the railroad, which Street
Going up (west)—#:30 A.M.. dally; 3 rib p. M. I
aged about 30 and married a year ago, dence in it and would not be without a
Little
was
P.
8
47
damage.
dally.
injured.
was killed Wednesday by a train on the bottle of it in her home.
.(ally except Sunday;
Sold by Shurteh°P of H· G· Fletcher, and would be most likely to be infested.
I»
At a meeting of the Board of Managers Western Division of the Boston and leff &
SOUTH PARIS POST OFFICE.
I Harold C. Fletcher will take his place
Capt. Philbrook gives the Democrat
Co., South Paris; Jones Drug
Public
of
the
Saturday
Library
over
at
Norway
neither
the
that
was
information
Maine at Wells. Bodge
driving
I there.
Ofllce Hour*: 7 30 A. M. to 7 30 P. M.
pleasing
Store, Oxford : Noyes Drug Store, NorSouth Paris nor at Norway did he find morning it was voted to purchase about a private way across the track. The way.
CUL'BCHBS.
I The young people of the Universalist any signs of the moth. He says, how- 9100 worth of new books, and invest the horse
la
blame
No
waa
not
injured.
Klrst Congregational Church, Rev. ▲. K. Bald
The Skowhegan and Norridgewock
>UD(iajr School will have a masquerade ever, that at Oxford, near the railroad balance of the year's fund in repairing attached to the engineer.
win. Pastor. Preaching services, 10:45 A. M. and
electric railway, which has never been a
sociable at Good Cheer Hall Wednesday station, there were found last spring a old books.
Y. P. S. C. Ε
7 ou P. H. ; Sunday School 12
j
In the York County Supreme Court a success since its construction in 1804 and
V. W. Hills attended the annual meetat t> 00 P. m. ; Church prayer meeting on Tuesday I evening celebrating the 200th anniversary few nests.
That is the only place in
verdict for 11,025 has been rendered for was discontinued in the fall of 1903, has
evening at 7 :M> o'clock. All, not otherwise con I of the birth of Benjamin Fnuiklin.
Oxford County, so far as known, where ing of the Maine Association of Opticians
nected. are cordially Invited.
at Hotel Gerald, Fairfield, Wednesday.
George W. Hooper of Wella againat been sold to Nathan Berliawsky, a
Methodist Church, Bev II. A. Clifford. Pastor I
Good Cheer meeting Wednesday after- any of the moths have ever been foucd,
E. R. Philbrook, of the Department of Horace S. Bacon of Lowell, Maaa., aa Waterville junk dealer. It is said be
on Sundav, murnlng prayer meeting 9 30 A. M. ;
and
a
small
and
as
was
that
colony,
only
(.reaching" service 10 « A. M.; Sabbath School I noon. Preparations are going on for At
made this section a visit damagea for injuries sustained by being paid 113,500. The road cost 160,000.
M-: I the Sign of the Pink Carnation with the prompt work was done on it, it is to be Agriculture,
f: Μ., Kpworth League Meeting β 15 P.meettailed thrown from a wagon owing to his horse Mr. Berliawsky has not yet decided
last week looking for brown
of.
that
it
has
been
prayer
disposed
evening prayer meeting7fl0P.
hoped
usual
and
the
committee
I
interest,
already
the defendants auto whether be will convert the road into
ing Tuesday evening; class meeting, Friday
Philbrook says that in only four moths. We understand that he found being frightened by
Capt.
a number of pinks made toward
have
I
while going at a high rate of speed.
evening.
old junk, keep it in hopes of finding a
in the state have the moths in- very few if any. His aim is to instruct
J. Wallace Cheebro. the 1500.
places
Rev.
Church.
Baptist
On Sunday, preaching service 10 45 a.
creased since last spring. One of those the school oMldren in gathering and
Miaa Cassie Carter, aged 28 years, re- purchaser, or run it himself. The road
Pastor.
item is 1200
At the W. C. T. U. meeting Thursday places is
Sabbath School 12 M.; Ï.P8.C.Ï, 6 -Ά P.
m
Kittery, where the increase is burning the nests. This is, he claims, puted to be the heaviest woman in Is 5 1-8 miles long and one
Tuesday evening la
1'raver meeting 7 P.
m
good delegation from Norway was due to an invasion from Portsmouth the only way known to prevent the Maine, died at her home in South Blue- tons of steel rail.
All are
Seats free.
7 30.
at
service
prayer
present, making an attendance of over across the river, New Hampshire having spread of the moths.
hill Monday. She weighed 435 pounds
welcOOM·
An idea of the size of the great cargo
Walter C. Thompson, for the past and was 5 feet, 4 inches in
l nlver-allst Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor I forty. Two new members were received. done
the year toward
during
height. The taken by the Dominion liner Irishman,
nothing
M.
A.
10:45
at
service
every Sunday
Preaching
The interesting programme was followed
three months in Norway, putting in cause of her death was
other
In
three
cities
them.
fatty degenera- which started from Portland last week,
suppressing
Evening service, 7
Sunday School at 12 M.
I by a social hour with dainty refresh- in the state there has been an increase, power plants for A. C. McCrellis and the tion. Miss Carter had exhibited
herself
p. *.
is gained from the statement that if
I ments.
due to the indifference of the people Norway Water Company, has gone to at small fairs in eastern Maine, but deSTATED MEETINGS.
loaded into freight cars it would make
bis home in Lansing, Mich.
clined many offers from show men to ap- a train over four miles
f. A A. M.—Paris Lodge. So. 9*. Regular I Cards have been received by friends and the unwillingness of tree owners to
long.
The statement is given out by the pear in various parte of the country.
■nee'lng Tuesday evening on or before full moon. I here
clearing their own
announcing the marriage in Wal- do anything towardmistaken
1. O. o. F.-Mount Mica Lodge, regular meeteelectmèn that the expense of building
under
the
trees,
impression
wee*.—Aurora
of
each
on
of
I
the
Miss
Etta
10th,
tharo, Mass.,
GBEATLY IN DEMAND.
ing Thursday evening
That there ia still good money in trapfrom the
of the new bridge and road
Encampment, tlrst ana third Mon.lay evenings Parsons, daughter of the late John that the pest will in time "take care
in Maine in evinced by the prices
Nothing is more in demand than a
if cach month.
itself." In the rest of the state there tannery lot to Lynn Street will not much ping
and
of
this
to
I
Parsons,
No.
formerly
place,
Although which a Kennebunk man got for some medicine which meets modern requirel> ..r R.-M 'unt Pleasant Kebekah Lodge,
of exceed the sum of $1030.
Concord, Mass. has been a perceptible diminution
30 Mieets second and fourth Fridays oi each I Prank E. Harris of
fox and mink skins in the Boston market ments for a blood and system cleanser,
the pest. In Portland, which was quite there was no appropriation for the same
mi>nth In Odd Fellows' Hall.
will be in Concord.
I
Their
home
the town, the contingent fund last week. The trapper in question is such as Dr. King's New Life Pills.
voted
been
,,
\ κ —W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14S, meets
has
number
the
by
infested,
badly
each
tir t and third ^turvlay evenings ol
is large enough to easily take care of the Willie Hill, who sold five fox skins and They are just what you need to cure
j Sunday afternoon services are held I reduced about one-half.
m»nth. In G· A. R. Hall.
several mink skins for $210. He receiv- stomach and liver troubles. Try them.
at the jail, the jailer making
same.
be
first
must
monthly
meets
of
The
work
Relief
kept
Kimball
K.
Corps
suppression
Wtn.
In the arrangements.
The December meetRev. H. H. Hoyt of Hiram will con- ed $7 to $10 each for the mink skins At F. A. Shurtleff's drug store, 25c.,
The state of Mas«aand thirl >aturdav evenings of each month.
up, of bourse.
fine quality this winRelief Corps Hall.
guaranteed.
ing was attended by Kev. J. W. Chesbro, chusetts has spent nearly a million dol- duct a week of gospel meetings at the which are of a very
in the
Ρ of H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1, the
I
January meeting last Sunday by I lars fighting the brown-tail and gypsy I Universalist church commencing the ter, and on account of the scarcity
nnets ilr-t and third Saturday; during the
Dr.
fine
Glasses on weekly payments.
are
far
markets
the
prices.
assisted
commanding
in
be
will
ser-l
He
I Kev. J. H. Little, and the February
by
re nalnder of the year, meets every ^atuplav,
moths, and yet they are to-day about as 10th inst.
I'arraenter. Read ray ad.
churches and by
G range Hall.
vice will be attended by Rev. A. K. bad as
ever were, because the state j pastors of the village
was a fatal accident on Tuesday
There
they
of
I', i). G. C.—Second and fourth Mondays
Mr.
Waltz of Boston.
Baldwin.
in the saw mill of the Blanchard Lumgot tired and sat down to rest. In Maine Guy Irving
C ,ch DlUDth.
Mother Gray's Sw»«t Powder» for Children,
Waltz will lead the music.
\
be
ε. o. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. lsl,
the
work
will
continued,
ber Company at Portage Lake, Aroosundoubtedly
There will be special services in the I
Successfully use-i by Mother Gray, nurse In the
school
Holt
I.
m- ts second and fourth Wednesday evening·
H.
S.
The
League,
like Oxford Couna log Children'· Home In New York, Cure Feverlshwhich
A
and
in
sections
those
took
by
rope,
County.
I
at
this
church
I'niversalist
Norway
of ach month.
Wed- was
Disorders, move
where they bave not yet appeared, a district, held its annual meeting on
being drawn by power of the main ness, Bed Stomach, Teething Destroy
K. of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meets every week,
commencing Tuesday evening, I ty
Worms.
to see that nesday and elected the following officers: shaft, parted, and the end catching «nd regulate the Bowels and never
> r ay evening at Pythian Hall.
Over 30,000 testimonials. They
and the I'niversalists of this place have I close watch should be kept
fail. At all
President—Blan' he Adams.
do not gaiu a foothold.
Prank McNuity by the arm he was druggists, 25c. 8ample FREE. Address, Allen
We are started on the last half of the been invited to unite with them. The I they
Vice-Pres.—R. E. York.
drawn to the shaft and whirled around 8. Olmsted, Le Roy.li. T.
Sec —Mrs. P. H. Howe.
caleudar winter.
meetings will be conducted by Rev. Η. I A Narrow Escape from a Train Wreck.
with lightning rapidity, being so fearTreae.—Mr*. K. D. Knightly.
a singer. I
of
assisted
II.
by
Hiram,
Hoyt
winter's weather has made a
Executive i'om. out of school4—Herbert Hobbe,
east-bound
he died a few hours
I same.

We Must Part.

LITTLE POCKET PHYSICIAN

À JAMAICAN LADY SPEAKS HIGHLY OF CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH

Main· New· Not··.

NOEWAY.

No Brown-Tkll Moth· Her·.

Capt I. E. Philbrook of Portland,
who Is engaged in the work of the state
U. meeting agricultural department in suppressing

leg.

a

on

large

the market and give satisfaction.
line of them. 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16

Prices from $2.25 to $3.75.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Tolopliono 112-8.

F.

A.

F. A. S'ICRTLEFF A CO.

SIirRTLEFF A CO.

Harvard

Cough Balsam

Will Cure Your Cough.

and inThis remedy should be in the hands of every family
cause
will
cold
or
a
for
slight cough
dividual, as its prompt use
this Cough Balsam
recommend
We
relief.
immediate
especially
It clears the
in cases where the patient is troubled with asthma
is
so disagreewhich
throat and relieves the wheezed-np condition,
G liftΓWe
110
has
it
throat
the
in
equal.
able. For tickling

antee every bottle. If it does not prove satisfactory bring
back the empty bottle and get your money back.
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
2 Stores,
F.

A.

1Maine·

{

unUBTLEFF * CO.

F.

A.

«UCBTLEFF A CO.

>'iiiiâ¥eeeeaiai<aaâilieâaqo3gsoaâMaÎiai>>ciMâaiil
Russian vests lined with heavy flannel and interlined with a textile fabric making them cold proof.
Three qualities of these comfortable garments,
$1.50, $200 and $2.50.- Men's heavy flannel

shirts, $ 1.00

to

Outing

$1.00.

$2 00.

flannel

Jersey overshirts 50c. to
golf shirts for 50c. All

wool flannel shirts in blue, gray and brown, $1.50
$2 00. Heavy fleece lined underwear 50c.,
shirts
75c. and $1.00. Camel's hair underwear, Men's
double breast and back, $1.00 and $1.50.
Boys'
union suits for $1.00, $1-50 and $2.co.
union suits for 50c.

and

B.

H.

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

MAINE,

Start the New Year RIGHT
^

AND BUY YOUR

^

Special for a Few Days
COTTON BLANKETS
55c., 87c., 95c., $1.25, $1.50.
Good Values in Blankets.
Out Prices in

HORSE BLANKETS.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,
South

Paris,

Maine.

FOOTWEAR Wool Street Blankets.
W. O.

Frothingham,

SOUTH PARIS, Π AINE.

CASTORIA F«iiiiiaiH(MH(v
Thi Klii Yw Kav· Almis Bwcht

*

I
Now is the time to buy a trade in wool street blankets.
same low
the
at
blankets
wool
of
stock
shall sell my
good
past, but next season there
prices I have been making in theblankets.
I shall give my
will be a large advance in wool
I
low
of
the
the
customers
prices bought my presadvantage
ent stock at.

JAMES N. FAVOR, 08b£il&ffCKn
91 Main St., Norway, Maine.

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.
OotmMondanco on topic· of luiereHi toUie u l)
la aoficlted. AitOreae : KUHor IIujckmakc-h
M»tn«
CoLCira. Oxford Democrat.

If Mothers Only Knewt

Nine times out of ten when children are out of sorts m few dom of
Dr. True's Elixir will make them well, strong and happy. If wonna
If there are no worms Tnie'·
are present they will be expelled.
It cleans out the stomach
Elixir acts as a gentle tonic laxative.
and bowels, and turns the scale in favor of health by aiding and
strengthening the digestion. Unsuspected Worms cause so much illness in children that it is a custom in manv families to give

The Red Tablecloth.
L
2.
8.
4.
6.

DR. TRUE'S
ELIXIR

Wo, S8&—Half Kurt.
Used for Christmas decoration·.
A medley.
To rest horizontally.

An Interjection.
A letter In year.
No.

SSl^Utaul Paul·.

regular intervals to guard against them. Some of
the symptoms of worms are languid looks, indigestion with variable appetite, malaria, irritable depo-

at

sition and restless sleep. If vour children show
but give
any of these signs do not risk delav
them the remedy that has given relief
It is. purely
for over 50 years.
vegetable and harmless in any
condition of child or adult.

WAKM

To one who eats to live, or to one who
lives to eat, the aort of crockery, or cutlery, or napery which he has on the
table is of very email importance. So
long as the surroundings are clean and
wholesome, all outside of the food is a
matter of detail. It has been and continues to be a mystery to many of us
why eo much attention is paid to nonessentials. N« matter how much money
a guest may have, he had rather lind a
thick elice of steak on his plate than a
thin one, and if he is real hungry it is
not offensive to his natural refinement if
there are two slices instead of one.
There is a natural sense as to the fitness

of things about our eating and drinking
that centuries of clvil'zation cannot
eliminate. Within the memory of men
and women who are not old is a time in
ι he past when a small saucer was set at
tiie aide of every cup of tea, its use being
to hold the teacup, when the tea was
in
poured into the regular saucer. Fortea
those old days everybody poured
into his saucer before thinking of drinksaucer
ing the beverage, thus making the
of some use. In fact, it wae the rule
rather than the exception, for old tea
topers, not only to pour their hot tea
into saucers before drinking, but to blow
tea with their
upon this poured out
breaths for the purpose of cooling it off.
No doubt many who read this will say
that such conduct was low and vulgar
and not tolerated by those who had good
manners, but we have seen clergymen
and members of congress, and skilled
doctors sitting at table and blowing their
tea, and sipping from saucers, as if that
was the only way to drink tea a la mode.
And in those same old times the napkin
across the chest, like a child's
was

DR J. F. TRUE & CO.. Auburn, Me.
tfor tap* 1

—

STATE OF MAINE.

OS

COMMISSIONERS' COURT
AND ROAD BILLS.
December Term, 1905.

COUNTY

county or oxford
To RANDALL L. TAYLOR, Dr. |

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock

Chas. F, Ridlon,
Corner Wain and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Easy Pill

Î)

^

take and easy to «et Is
that famous little pill DeWltt's
Utti· Early Risers. This Is due to
the fact that they tonic the liver In-

Easy to

OKLT

J

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.
$l.BO.

of this line leavt
Portland, and India

steamers

Franklin Wharf,
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday)

al

7 P. M.

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

L1SCOMB, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.
J.

Franklic

F.

wood,

............

To travel on above, 80 miles
Oct. 16, attending adj. session at Parle,
lnc'udlng dis. pet. Paris, also Inspection of state roads Bucklleld,
Sumner, Norway and Paris, Including location at Bucklleld, 6

days

To total of travel, 132 tulles,
Oct. 28, to 7 days on Inspection of state
roads in Albany, Stonehara. Waterford, Lovell, Fryeburg and
Stow, Including office service at
Paris, meeting sheriff, etc
To entire travel on above round trip,
156 miles,
Nov. 16. to 5 days at Pari», a«lj. session...
To travel on same. 70 miles,
Dec. 9, to I day determining road limits
at Webb river bridge road, Dlxfleld
To travel, 20 miles,
Dec 22, to 1 day on limits new road,
Rumiord and Peru
To travel. 16 miles,
Dre. 28. to 5 days, reg tesslon at Parle,..
To travel on above, 70 miles

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice Presidenl
and General Manager, Boston, Maes.

To EDWARD P.

Tenney,

Oculist,

will be at Elm House, Norway,
Tuesday, Aug. ist, and ιst Tuesday
Otfice
of each following month.
hours, ι ο :^o A. M. to 4 p. m.
Eyes Examined free.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

10 56

21 00
13 48
15 00
560
3 00
160
3 00
128
15 00
5 60

FAUNCE. Dr.

To travel. 30 miles
Sept. 19. to Kryeburg Academy Grant,
Lake trip, 1 day,
To travel, 15 miles
Sept 20. to Urton. Lake trip, 1 day
To travel, 27 miles.
Sept 21, to Carry Road, Lake trip, 1 day,
To travel, 39 miles,
Sept 22. to Andover, Lake trip, 1 day,...
To travel, 20 miles,.
Sept. 23, to South Arm back to Andover,
Lake trip, 1 day,.
To travel, 34 miles,
Sept.'.'4 to Koxbury, state road, lday...
S-pt. 25 to llanover, Buckfleld and Peru,
I day
To travel, 46 miles,—
Sept. 26, to Peru, state road, 1 day,
To travel, 26 miles,
Sept. 27, to < >xford. 1 day
To travel, 3» miles,
Sept. 3», to Paris, adj. session, 1 day
To travel, 14 miles.
Oct 4, to Rumford, 1 «lay,
To trivel, 33 miles,
Oct 5, to Kuinford and Peru, 1 day
To travel, 15 miles,
Oct. 6, to Wo^lstuck and Greenwood, 1
To travel. 38 miles,.
7, to Oxford, ldav,
To'.ravel, 24 miles,
< >ct.
17, to Paris, adj. session, 1 day
Γο travel. 14 ni' tee,
Oct. 18, to Pails, pet. selectmen, 1 day,...
To travel. 24 miles,
Oct 19. to Bucklleld, pet. change road, 1
dav,
To travel, 15 mi ce.
Oct. 20, to Sumner, state road, lday,
To travel. 25 miles.
Oct. 21, to Carls aud Norway, state roads,

Oct

lday

To travel, 16 miles,
23, to Waterford. state roads, 1 day,.
To travel. 18 miles
Oct. 24. t<> Albauy and Stoneham, state
road*. 1 day
To travel. 24 miles,
Oct. 25, to Waterford and Albany, state
roads, 1 day
To travel, 28 miles
(Kt

■ Cl.

to

.-?tow

au'l

ri»cuuiji,

«UK

roads, 1 day,
travel, is mil·'»,
Oct 27. to<>xfori. I .lay,
To travel, 24 ml'e».
Oct 2*, to Carls, meeting of sheriff, 1 day,
To travel, 14 miles
Nov. 14, IS 16, to Paris, re*, session, 3
•lays
To travel, 14 mile#
Pec. 15, to Parle, on piping. 1 (lay
To travel, 14 mile
l>ec- 26,27,38, to Parle, »·(? session, S
To

.lay»,

travel, 14 miles

1 12
3 00
2 40

3 00
1 20
3 00
2 16
3 00
313
3 00
160
SCO
2 73
300
3 00
3 68
300
2 08
3 00
2 40
3 00
112
300
2 64
3 00
120
3 00
3 04
300
192
3 00
112
3 w)
1 92
310
120
3 00
2 00
3 00
1 28
3 <X)
1 44
3 00
192
3 00
2 24
3 00
2 24
300
1 92
3 00
112
9 00
113
3 HO
112
9 00
1 12
*136 16

EDWARD P. FAUNCE.
South

I'arls, December 28, 1905.

COUNTY OF OXFORD
To DBAS A. BALLARD, Dr.
1905.
Sept. 27, to 9 days on Lake roads and Int 27 00
spection state roads,
22 06
To entire travel on above, 276 miles,..
<>ct. 16, to 7 days at Tarie, adj. session.
also pets. die. Parts, location at
21 00
Burkfleld and state roads,
11 36
To tota! travel on same, 142 miles,—
Oct. 26, to 4 «lays on inspection state
roads in Albany, Stoneham, Water ford, Lovell, Fryeburg and
12 00
>tow
8 24
To travel. 103 miles,
1500
Nov 16, to 5 davs at Parle, adj Mission...
7 04
To travel, !& miles, and to Albany,...
15 00
!>ec. 2S, to 5 days at Paris, reg. session...
6 40
To SO miles' travel

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

DBA Ν A. BALLARD.
South

Clerk Sop. Jud. Court.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS,

Ι·Μ Cddi friwts hi—wh

Having examined and audited the above
accounts, we allow the following sum·:
$ 171 92
To Randall L. Taylor
15616
To Edward P. Faunce..
145 12
To Dean A. Ballard
CHARLES P. BARNES,
for Oxford County.

Attorney for Maine,

CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk 8. J. Court
A true copy—attest
CHAKLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk S. J. Court.

CASTOR IA For Infants an4 Children.
Til KM Yn Hiw Alwp Bn{M

they

tion.

My
My
My
My

eating implements employed by

2. 3. 10 Is
G. S, 0, 10
7, 8, 0, 10
11, 12. 10

to fit up a ship.
is a monarch.
is tlie sound of a bell
Is a part of the body.

Ko. 3MO.—Hidden Tor*.

1. Here Is a little Christmas Idol; let
Ethel look at it.
2. Did you see that old man? I think
he looked sad. Ruminating over past
Chrlsnias Joys, no doubt.
3. In the circus there was a real
Arab. All the boys were wild to see

him.
4. I am going to put my new sled In
the carriage house.
5. Ho, open the door there, please!

Solving the Problem.
Flggmus—1To tell the truth, we have
to treat our cook as α member of the

family.
Dlsmukes—Great Scott! That would
go in

never

our

treat ours as
Life.

We have to

house.

visitor.—Washington

a

cheeked apples and ruddy elderberry
wino, and good cheer and good hope.
If we could go back and eat once more
from one of those dear old red tablecloths, we would put up with a smaller

Key to the Paaaler.
Additions: Hum, humble.
No. 372.
Dab, dabble. Bub, bubble. Nib, nibble. Mum, mumble. Gob, gobble. Bab,
babble. Grum, grumble. Hub, rubble.
Hob, hobble. Gab, gabble. Cob, cob—

Word Square: 1. Slant
No. 373.
2. Lower. 3. Aware. 4. Nerve. 5.
Trees.
No. 376.—Diagonal:
—

Κ

1

V

V

I

A

L

sHrubbjcrt
brRmon

CAR LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

An Awkward Position.
(Philadelphia Bulletin.)
6. T. Wilson, who presided at the
autumnal convention of danoing masters
in New York, said of a certain new way
of waltzing:
"Why, to waltz like that would make
awkward as—er—" fie
as
me feel

laughed.
"In Portland,

one

dilIgznoi
lkuiSlati
l

1

Β

Κ

Λ

Τ

1

Ο

Ν

coxfo.rMkd
C05QKN

I

A

pie and

L

woman
me

or

Sufferers who say they have tried
without benefit are the peo-

everything

ρΐθ W0 are lOOKlUK
to know from glad experience that Ely's
Cream Balm will cure Cold in the Head,
Hay Fever, and the most advanced and
obstinate forms of Nasal Catarrh. This
remedy acts direotly on the inflamed senCleansing, soothing
sitive membranes.
and healing. One trial will convince you
Price 50 cents.
of its healing power.
iur·

▼? c

w au ν iuvui

All druggists, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56
Warren St., New York.

said, "I'm afraid I do not
enough to become your wife,

"No,"'

she

love you
but I shall always be your friend and
sincerely wish for your happiness.'1
"Oh, that's all right," he rejoined. "I
bave made up my mind to—"
"Please don't do anything rash," she

interrupted.

"I'll not," he continued. "I'm going
to propose to Miss Plumpleigh to-morrow."
"Ob,horrors!" eheexclaimed. "Please
give me another day to consider, dear."

A Eaneas woman wanted a set of false
teeth and wrote to a Topeka dentist
thus: "My mouth is three inches acrost,
fie-eighths thru the jowl. Some bumlike
raocy on the aige, shaped sometbin'
If you want roe
a boss shoe, toe forard.
to be more particular I'll have to come
up tbar."

Important Co Mother·.

Tftrtrnlne carefully eveiy bottle of OASTOBXA,
a safe and rare remedy for Infants and children,
and aee that It
Bean the

Signature of

^

/V

C

la Use For Over 80 Tear·.
The Kind You Bm Always Bought.

Up.
Tired mother (to restlees child)—Now,
Her Mind Made

mending is scarcely noticeable. Cultivate kidney disease. He writes: "I was
pride in doing the mending, which 1s cured by using Foley's Kidney Cure,
really such an important factor in your which I recommend to all, especially
wardrobe. It is no disgrace to patch trainmen who are similarly afflicted."
Do not despise the means to the end. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
mite.
It does not pay.—Ex.
"When I say good-by to you this evenIt invigorates, strengthens and builde
said Mr. Slowman, "do you think
ing,"
Debutante
Parties.
in
condition
physicalup. It keep· you
it would be proper for me to plaoe one
That's what
and
a

prevention of consumption is ena
question of commencing the
proper treatment in time. Nothing la so
well adapted to ward off fatal lung
troubles as Foley's Honey and Tar. F.
The

tirely

Disions
Ac.

lent free, oldest ajrency (or Mcannc Mtenta.
Patenta taken through Mann à Co. raoelv
tfxeial notice, without charge, In to·

kiss upon your fair hand?"
the replied, coquettishly, "I
would consider it decidedly out of place."
reverent

"Well,"

Tbree little babes were nestled in bed,
"I'll name William, Willie and Bill,"
mother said ;
Wide was her smile, for triplets they be,
She lays her good luck to Rocky Mountain Tea. (Great baby medicine.)
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

"What is that quotation about beggars?

Somethng

about 'wishes' and

'horses/

don't you know."
"Oh, yes; if wishes were horses, beggars would want automobiles."
A "LIFE AT STAKE.

If you but knew the

"She's very masculine, isn't she?"
"O! she is and she isn't."
"Why yon used to consider her ex-

Foley'· Honey and Tar

splendid merit of

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Signature of

Bean the

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
TMC CCMTAUIt

COMPANY,

ft

MUMUT MIOT,

HCW TOM «TV.

any station.

Ε. H. PIKE,

I

) ^
WHERE THEY HAD THEIR CLUB.

"He'll make a ones.
man following him.
rich Roup," the little crab wae saying.
"I've kept him fat, grubbing for worma
Dec.
nil summer."
The man picked up old Mr. Turtle
without the least trouble and put him
In a basket. Then he looked at the lit"What do you get out of
tle crab.
tills?" he asked.
"Oh, I get
"Me?" said the crab.
nothing ejcept my revenge—unless you
want to give me something for It," and
he looked hopeful.
"I will," returned the man thoughtfully. "I want to give you a nice
I'm very fond of deviled
warm home.

crab." And that heartless man walked
off chuckling. But the crab had his revenge, which paid as well as revenge
generally does.—Atlanta Constitution.

Strong In Death.
The ruling passion of Edward I. of
England was undoubtedly the pursuit
of his Ideal of unitiug all the British
Islands under one rule. His great obstacle was Scotland, and the conquest
of Scotland, therefore, became a passion with him. Stronger than years, it

Tlie HuliiiK I'uenlon

he was at last compelled to
yield he sought to make this passion
spur 011 his son by ordering tliHt the
flesh should be boiled from his bones
and that his skeleton should be carried at the head of the army and remain uuburied till Scotland was conwhen

quered.

w

May-hatched pullets,
A.

4,

'05.

now

nice

really is; if you only knew how easily it can be
knew
put on and how long it lasts; if you only
what a good all-round roof it is, you would save
on the place.
money by uting it for every building
Weather pioof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
lo you what tho
any one can lay it. Let us prove
genuine Paroid liooflng will do.
Send for Free Sample

South Paris, Me.

PARKER'S

«te, and <l.u) at Drufigfo·

Sleighs 1

It will save you
and book on "Building Economy."
Get the genuine—
money. Don't take a cheap imitation.
the roof that lasts. A complété routing
kit in every rolL

A CAR LOAD OF
NEW SLEIGHS
NOW READY FOR
SALE.
I CAN SELL YOU A

Sleigh

Better

for

Less
than you

—

Money

can

buy

where else in the

any-

coun-

try.

h. P.
5outh

only

Parold Roofing

J. PENLEY,

HAIR BALSAM
ICleaiiMt and beeiitifle· the hair.
I Promote· a luxuriant ftruwth.
I Never Fall· to Beit ore Gray
I Hair to lta Youthful Color.
I Cure· «calp diaeikw· At hair filling.

—

knew how good,
durable, how satisfactory

If you

Pullets for Sale.
Twelve

A

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

MILLETT,
Paris, Me.

This is the most conspicuous Instance
COSOIIH&IOIVEItN' NOTICE.
of "the ruling passion strong In death"
Dec. 29,1905.
on record, though many others would OXFORD, 88 :
the undersigned, having been duly ap<
We,
be worthy of quotation. William Pitt's pointed bv the Honorable Addison E. Herrlck,
of Probate within and for said County.
patriotism endured to his last gasp and Judge
Commissioners to recelvo and decide upon the
inspired his last utterance, as did Nel- claim* of the creditors of Freeman C. Merrill,
son's lifelong determination to secure late of Parla. In eald County, deceased, whose
estate has teen represented Insolvent, hereby
the command of the' sea, while Napogive public notice agreeably to the order of the
said Judge of Probate, that alz months from and
leon's last dreim was one of battle.
after the third Tuesday of December, 1005, have
been allowed to said creditors to pretent and
Peasant and Piir··
prove their claims, and that we will attend to the
duty
assigned us at the office of the Clerk ol
has
been
trick
A clever smuggling
Courts at South Paris on Wednesdays, the 24th
of January, and 20th of June, Λ. D. 1906, at ten
played on α customs officer on the of
the clock In the forenoon of each of said daya
Russo-Gevman frontier. An Innocent
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, | Commissioners.
J. HASTINGS BEAN,
|
looking peasant reported to the officer
a plot for getting a large number of
pigs across the frontier. The method,
lie said, would be to drive across at Intervals of half an hour, 3, 6, 12 and 200
pigs, the smugglers arguing that If the
first three lots could be sent over there
would be no trouble with the 200.
The officer was naturally on the alert.
In accordance with the peasant's statement three pigs were driven over, then
six, followed by twelve. All were alThe prices quoted represent a saving ot
lowed to pass, and preparations were
from JO to 3> 1-2 per cent. If the Items you
made to receive the 200. But no more
requlr·? are r.ot described In the list be
pigs appeared, and the twenty-one ani- low, write for our special Illustrated Unmals admitted had in the meantime derwear Catalogue (lull οΓ bargains). It
It's FRISE.
been lodged in safety.—Berllh Cor, will be iii:iû<îJ promptly.
Also ask to have your name listed foi
Loudon Mail.
our large ôOO page Spring and Summei
190H Fashion and Household Catalogue,
Hind
Limb·.
Rudimentaryready early in March, the finest IllusSnakes are not the only animuls trated catalogue published. It correctly
the latest fashions of New York
which exhibit the possession of rudi- portrays
and Pairls and gives you thu opportunity
In the whale •f buying from the finest and lurjfeel
mentary hind limbs.
tribe there is no evidence externally of stock of merchandise In America. The
will
hind limbs. The fore limbs in them book Is F)tKE for the a^kine and
prove of great value, will teach you how
are converted Into the "flippers," or
to drcse fashionably at economy price·.
swimming paddles. Yet when the skel- Buying: direct through our catalogue, you
a
haunch
of
are
eton is examined traces
just one >ear ahead of the merchants
and attached rudimentary thigh bones in your town. Remember, we give same
attention to Mull Orders that customers
There Is developed in cerare found.
receive at the counter.
tain kinds of whales a bony piece representing the haunch. The thigh bone Women's Corset Covers.
Is distinct, but there Is a mere rudiJ-12IS.
No.
Cambric Corset Cover;
ment attached to It, representing the round yoke, trimmed with torchon lace in'"e
and
sertion
animals.
shin bone or tibia of other
edge
Cambric Chemise; yoke
No. J-1ÛS.
formed of torchon lace Insertion and edge;
Ancient Reuiedlea For Hiccough*.
ribbon bow; skirt finished with trimmed
The hiccough seems to be a modern ruffle
and dungerous disease, but the ancients
Nainsook Corset Cover;
No. J-1 20.
knew it and prescribed remedies that yoke formed of Valenciennes lace and embeading with ribbon
might now be tried, advantageously. broidery Insertion,
drawn through and lace edge; price...BOe
Galen recommended sneezing; Aetiue
approved of a cupping Instrument with Women's Long Walking Skirts.
No. J-l It).—Muslin Underskirt; flounce
great heat to the breast; Alexauder beand Inlieved in an oxyniel of squills; Alsaha- trimmed with lawn ruffle, tucked
serted with torchon laoe and edge; dust
ravlus made use of refrigerant drafts;
40c
ruffle; price
Rhases put his trust in calefaclents,
No. J-161.—Cambric Underskirt; flounce
such as cumin, pepper, rue and the trimmed with numerous rows of tiny
like. In vinegar; Rogerlus looked kindly tucks, torchon lace Insertion and lace
trimmed rui!!o; dust ruffle; price
101.21)
on calefacient, atténuant and carminaNo. J-1B2.—Cambric Underskirt, with
tive medicines.
with
hemdeep lawn flounce, trimmed
stitched tucks and deep embroidery rufThe "Giant" Bell.
OOc
fle; dust ruffle; prie·
Russia is famed for the manufacture
Women's Short Underskirts.
of great bells. The "Giant," cast in
No. J-147.—Short Cambric Underskirt,
In the sixteenth century, with tucked lawn ruffle, trimmed with
Moscow
60c
.·.
weighed nearly 320,000 pounds and re- embroidery edge; price
Jlo. J-14N.—Short Underskirt of camquired twenty-four men to ring it. In
1732 It fell, but Its fragments were re- bric, trimmed with tucked ruffle; prie·

Bargains Selected From Oar Great
Annual MîiSÎin Underwear Sale.

—

—

—

Co-operation

Money Saver.

a

intelligent farmer needs hie own
weekly newspaper and a good agriculhis
family publication. He can't run

EVERY
local
tural
home

or

farm

successfully

without either of

them.
A combination of the two,
far from the

operation

regular price

which

saves

at a

of

cost not
is

one,

co-

the farmer money,

and gives him two papers every week for
one year, filled with all news of local interest,
and all up-to-date ideas in modern and suc-

farming.
THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT fills

cessful

bill for local

the

news.

THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARM

ER, New-York City, published weekly, has
no superior in the land as a thoroughly practical, helpful, entertaining, illustrated agricultural family paper.

A
ables

special
us

to

contract

en-

furnish both

of these papers one year
for $1.75, but if subscrib-

ed for
ular

separately
is

price

the reg-

$2.50.

Send all orders to The

Democrat, South

Paris,

Maine.
Your name and address

postal to Geo. W.
Best, Tribune Farmer
Office, New-York City,

on a

will

ple

bring

you

a

free

sam-

copy.

THAYER'S

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the Unlte'l States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

Meat Market.

)
? In Bankruptcy,
GEORGE (JOSS,
Kumford Kalis, Bankrupt. )
the
To the creditors of George Goes In
I
County of Oxford ami district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 30th day of
Fresh meats of all kinds constantly on
Dec., A. D. 15Λ5, the said George Goes was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flr»t hand.
n:cetlng of hi* creditor·· will be held at the Court
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Douse. In South I'aris, on the 24th day of Jan.,
A. D. 1900, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which
Fresh flsb arrives every Monday aftertheir
said
creditors
atteud,
the
time
prove
may
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, noon and Thursday morning.
and transact such other business as may properly
Am shipping live stock every week,
c >me before said meeting.
South Paris, Jan. 1, 1906.
and paying full market price.
GEO. A. WILSON,
fîcfercc In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
of

T. Tliayer,

PULP WOOD WANTED.
WANTED : all kinds of peeled

pulp wood, also spruce and fir
peeled.
Dec.

A.

18, 1905.

J.

MARKET SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS.

NOTICE.

Where· π. my wife, Lucy 8. Wentworth, of
Paris, has left and refutes to live with me, without caune, I forbid all pen-one trusting ber or
granting ber any credit at m ν expense, as I «ball
pay no bill· of her contracting.

un-

PENLEY.

LEBOY L. WENTWORTH.
Parle, Dec. 28,101».

QUAKER RANGE

—

No. 4-1 43.—Muslin Drawers; ruffle trimexternally applied has a wonderfully
Skorcher—"Got an automobile, have
med with tucks und torchon lace edge;
Proof of Democracy·
good effect. It seems to increase the your It's very strange I never see you
lOe
price
she was so, and she simply answered, pain for a few minutes, but afterwards
"Ma, teacher waa telliu' us that we
on the road."
acts as a sedative, and allays the sufferGowns.
Women's
Night
all
be
on
a
should
in
onr
e-quallty
'Because.'^
because
as
Newman—"That's
soon as
Nfl. .1-11 !.
N.ilr.sook Gown; yoke of
ing. It may take as muoh aa two hours I land
STOP IT.
there, I always pick myself up schoolroom. Nobody should feel any embroidery
to produce the soothing effect, but the
insertion, embroidery beading
and
back
into
scramble
tne
machine."
better'n anybody else."
A neglected cough or coid may lead to result is
that
the
is
sufferer
with
ribbon
druwn
through, featherstitchusually
"That's right, George."
serious bronchial or long troubles. Don't enabled to sleep, and Inflammation enIng and Valenciennes lace edge; sleeves
You will not find beauty in rouge pot
and
take chances when Foley's Honey
"Say, ma, can I go to school today finished with featherstltching and lace
or oomplexton whitewash.
True beauty
tirely subsides.
fl9e
trimmed lawn ruffle; price
Tar affords perfect security from serions
comes to tbem only that take HolUster's without washin' my face? None of the
No. J-t 12.—Cambric Gown; yoke trimeffects of a oold. F. A. Shnrtleff & Co.
Mountain
Tea.
is
It
a
wonderful
rest
of
'em
washes
theirs."—Cleveland
Rocky
Never shut out fresh air and sunshine
med with torchon lace Insertion and edge
86 oents Tea or Plain Dealer.
Slum Worker—What a well behaved from baby's living and sleeping rooms. tonio and beautifler.
and satin ribbon bow; sleeves finished
8hurtleff
A
F>A.
Co.
Tablets.
little boy he is!
with hemstitched lawn ruffle; prioe...48e
Sleep is more refreshing at night for the
A Cmt Artery.
Burglar's Wife—And be oomes by it flood of sunshine and air let into the
No. J-114.—Muslin Gown; yoke formed
What we Leave.
natural, mum. His poor father always room during the day.
of
tiny tucks, rows of embroidery Inser▲ quick wltted woman stopped the
Lives of gnat men all remind us,
tion and ruffles; sleeve· finished with emgot bis sentence reduoed ο win' to good
▲· their pages o'er we torn.
flow from a cut artery In the leg by
59c
That we're apt to leave behind ns
broidery edge; price
behavior!

tremely mannish."
"True; but one day

GENUINE

you would never
be without it. A dose or two will pre- cast along with other metal into a bell Women's Drawers.
No. J-142.
Cambric Drawers; ruffle
vent an attack of pneumonia or the which weighed 443,000 pounds, the
On sore throat, erysipelas, sciatica, grippe. It may save your life. F. A. metal of which alone is valued at $300,- trimmed with tiny tucks, torchon lace in20c
and
sertion
edge; price
and swellings of various kinds, tobacco Shurtleff & Co.
000.

A. Shurtleff Λ C".

a harmless

The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend·

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
and Poplar delivered at

IN BED FOUR WEEKSWITH GRIPPE. sent him to the head of the army when
We have received the following letter he was tit only for a- sick bed, and

Her Instructions to the Dentist.

substitute for Castor Oil, Pareand Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It curt s Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

Oastoria is

goric, Drops

Copyrights

PEELED PULPW00D.

She More than Stood It.

"Did she stand for it?" repeated the
her
young man, "why, she got up on
toee."

What is CASTORIA

Patents

Wanted.

twp-step?"

Gruber, smiling.

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infiuicy·
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and44 Just-as-good" arc
of
health
the
Experiments that trifle with and endanger
Inftuits and Children—Experience against Experiment.

EXPERIENCE

Scientific American.

by saying:

into the street, and she looked so pretty
that I couldn't help giving her one on
the lips right then and there."
"Did she stand for it?" asked Mr.

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought» and which ha* been
in nee for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

A handsomely lllnatrmtod weekly. Lareeat circulation of any aclentlOc Journal. Term*. 93 a
newsdealer*.
year: four months, |L Bold brail

"Hurry up! Which is it to be—waltz

passing

CASTORIA

60 YEARS'

like that, she suddenly staggered

we

So many "coming out" receptions
have been held in Washington and Baltimore lately that mothers of the more exclusive sets have about decided to abandon such affairs and will allow their girls
to blossom forth without ceremony.
The custom on the continent is for a
mother to take her daughter to call on
their friends and to leave carde. Then
the girl will be invited to all suitable
parties and is considered properly
This method is gaining
launched.
favor everywhere. Instead of the "comout"
reception, which almost always
ing
has an uncomfortable crowd—and to
which unbidden etrangers often come—
the wise parent waits until the girl
knows her contemporaries and then an
enjoyable festivity can be given. In
London debut parties are rare; In Paris
and Berlin they are a thing of the past.

the bank.
cott.'ge which stood on
"What was that I heard the man say?"
he muttered to himself. "That he liked
turtle soup! Aha, my cruel master, I'll
soon sec .you in the soup!"
Five minutes later Crabble was
u»··:! m m in * down
to the bank with a

day, while walking

the fit or hang of the garment depends.
The many friends of G. H. Hausan,
It injures the enamel of your teeth to
Darns and patches Engineer L. E. & W. R. R., at present
bite the thread.
Book
Title:
No. 377. A
"Bracebrldge should
always be pressed. Bear this in living in Lima, 0., will be pleased to
Hall."
mind. Tou will soe that ofttimes the know of his recovery from threatened

morally.

■

came

sbowinbbSS.

No. 378.—Riddlemeree: Mistletoe.
No. 379.—A Family of Dolls: 1. Dolphin. 2. Dolorous. 3. Dollar. 4. Dolman.
5. Dolly. 6. Dolmen. T. Dolo-

REVENGE··

Couldn't EatEven Bread Distressed!

Groveville, Me., March 20, 1904.
")car Friends:—
Two years ago I was visiting my
u crab
brother, Mr. Wm. D. Soule, of Strong,
Ouce upon a time there v.ua
While there I had a very seand α turtle who took to living togeth- Maine.
attack of indigestion, could not
The turtle was uiadter and the vere
er.
eat even a piece of bread without causcrab was servant, and when Grabble
a great deal of distress.
My brothing
Mr.
euit
to
exactly
didn't do things
er was taking "L. F." Bitters at the
Turtle ho got a good beating.
I
time and wished me to try them.
hit
One morning the turtle came to
did so, and before I had taken half a
these
"Are
bottle I got relief, could eat anything
breakfast In a bad humor.
rub- and
began to gain in flesh.
worms," he shouted, "or are they
ber band* such às the men people put
Very truly yours,
around packages?" And he beat CrabMRS. LENA C. HILL
breakfast
the
of
tough
ble with some
A normal, healthy digestion is pricewhich had been provided.
less. But the True "L. F." Atwood's
so
The littles crab took his beating
Bitters has cured hundreds and costs
bave
only 35 cents a bottle at all good stores.
mcnkly that the turtle might well
■

face to face with
a young woman, and, in attempting to
from side to
pass each other, we dodged
side, both going to the right simultaneously, and then both going to the left.
"I suppose this has happened to all
of you—this meeting with some one
going in an opposite direction, and the
subsequent dodging from left to right
four or five times before you get by.
"Well, aa I dodged before this young

down the street, I

In this way it
seam on the wrong side.
"Well," said the cheerful wife, who
does not reqnire as much material and thought she had a soprano voice, "if the
the ruffles look much neater. Facings worst oomee to the worst I could keep
of all widths should be out on the bias. the wolf from the door by singing."
Do not pucker or gather a seam in sew"I don't doubt that would do it," reing it, and take care to fasten your thread plied the husband, who had Buffered
before you cut it, so that your work will much, "but suppose the wolf should
not ravel. On these points altogether
happen to be deaf!"

iz>

With large, new buildings and new woman could handle." "Tee?" "And
equipment throughout, revised courses what do you think he gave me?" "Give
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it it up." "A 110 bill."

For Price and Particulars address,

Sahara are

Learning to Mend.
CHILDREN POISONED.
Every girl should be taught to mend.
Many children are poisoned and made
When sewing on buttons sew through nervouB and weak, if not killed outright,
and through the button until the hole is
by mothers giving tbem cough syrups
full of thread, then wrap the thread containing opiates. Foley's Honey and
around the button three times, put the Tar is a safe and certain remedy for
thread through the wrong side and fasten
coughs, croup and lung trouble, and is
well. On men'e garments use linen the only prominent cough medicine that
thread when possible. Ruffles should contains no opiates or other poisons. F.
be cut on the bias of the goods, match- A. Shurtleff & Co.
ing the figure or stripe and pressing the

rigmarole.

Ο

of

Λο A*>!n?al Story Por
Little Folte

While England possesses 6,000 dally
and weekly newspapers, still she has
He
been frightened, but he wasn't
only sixty jails. It is even more remarkoff to sit with some
able, if possible, to find that we have weut grumbling
where
only 1,000 oemeteries for our 70,000 other old fat turtles on the log
doctors to work in.
they had their club and grumbled
Fishmongers never advertise sales of ab-jut the misdoing of everybody.
old and soiled stock.
Grabble wasted no time. He scramNearly all the inhabitants of the great bled out of the water and up to a little
total abstainers.

you set still! I've druv you 10 miles to
would not find fault
enjoy this entertainment and you shall
if a whole lot of hot water was added to enjoy it, if I have to pull every hair out
News.
our tea.—Bangor
of your head.

wedge

ble. Hab, rabble.
No. 373.—Anagram: Christmas tree.
No. 874.—Charade: Rig, May, role—

1. C

our an-

notuing can give bucu an impression ui
comfort and good cheer as one of those
old damask fabrics, which bore up the
goodiee that we were waiting and
anxious to eat. No matter how choice
the linen may be, a white tablecloth is
cold and formal and suggestive of snowdrifts and Monday's clothes lines and
wind sheets. But a red damask cloth is
warm and
comforting. It speaks of
open fires and blazing coals and red

FILL OUT, CUT OFF AND MAIL TO tS.

quantity desired.

Though it has often been pointed out
that the devil was the first radical, jet
that
many intelligent people are unaware
Adam was the first labor leador.

from Mr. Roy Kemp, of Angola, Ind., "I
was in bed four weeks with grippe and I
tried many remedies and spent considerable for treatment with physicians,
but I received no relief until I tried
Foley's Honey and Tar. Two small bottles of this medicine cured me and now
I use it exclusively in my family." Take
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
no substitutes.

—

"I was awfully disappointed at Christmas.'' "How so?" "I wanted an auto
and didn't get it." "Why didn't you
give your husband a hint?" "I did, but
he didn't understand it." "That's too
bad." "Tes; I told him that I wanted
something that traveled fast and that a

In any

actually libelous to call a
Before
man a "newspaper interviewer."
damages can be recovered it must be
proved that the term was used malicious-

cestors had to work hard.
But our dead and gone ancestors had
many things which we of to-day miss
sadly, for one thing, they had more
food. The frosting on the cake was not
so thick as it is to-day, and the parsley
about the meat was not present so often
as it is now, but there was more food
that was real food—more "grub"—to one
old-fashioned dinner than there ie to all
the modern meals that society gets up.
And some of us old'gluttons miss the
spreads they used to have in former
times. Particularly we miss the red
tablecloth at Christmas. The man or
the woman who first thought of placing
a red tablecloth under the repast should
have a beautiful and sky-pricking monument erected to his or her memory, for

—

ly, mentally

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

science."
It is not

Col. Abe Gruber tells this of himself:
He was standing on a street corner one
day last week when he was approached
by one of his constituents who said
abruptly: "I tell you what, Mr. Gruber,
I've got a girl that loves me. I was just
her home when she stepped out

Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea will do.
35 cents, Tea or Tablets. P. A. Shurtleff
<4 Co.

haa the beet facilities in the world for
GIVING FULL INFORMATION
young meu and women.
Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
To
training for business. More than 30 applications a month are received for Bliss
Street, graduates.
Fnll information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
will
City or town, upon request. of A call at the schoolFALL
its superiority.
convince you
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
State.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

language which will exactly express the
English term "Nonconformist con-

care for themselves and
Guess the words represented by the starched front
that might choose to
as the signs catch any crumbs
and
subtract
add
pictures,
fall from busy mouths.
of
a
number
direct and you will get
The old way of eating was very formal
letters which, after you have changed and very bungling, however, and though
an
of
them around, will spell the name
there is much that is unhandy and silly
in the new method of dining, the race is
animal.—New York Herald.
gradually improving. In old time etiquette no eater could under any circumNo. :WÏ.—A Chriitmu Ι1χι·κ·
stances touch his finger to bis food.
Each of the words described con- Green corn cooked on the ear was either
tains six letters. When these are right- cutoff with a knife and passed to the
ly guessed and written oue below an- mouth with a spoon or it was speared by
other the zigzags from 1 to 3 and from a fork and nibbled at gently with the
4 to U will name a holiday and Its teeth. If one had a chicken leg on his
plate he could not take it up by the
decorative plant.
bared shin bone and gnaw it in comfort,
1. The alligator.
but must dissect it with knife and fork.
2. Λ masculine name.
The same process was followed in eating
3. Weapons for a bow.
pork chop and veal cutlet In fact, eat4. Contlnes within certain bounds.
ing knives were made sharp and stout in
5. Λ seaman.
former times for the reason that those
aid
of
who sat down to table needed sharp and
G. One who engraves with the
The
stout knives in their business.
some strong acid.
dulled and ornamental silver knives in
7. Highest point.
use now would have caused starvation
8. One who m.ikes men's clothes.
in the families of our grandfathers.
!>. A current of water.
Table knives were made for dissecting
and cutting. Not only did they shape
No. 383.—Chrlatmaa Bella.
the food to be placed in the mouth, but
I heard the hells on Christmas
often carried the food to the mouth
they
Their old familiar carols play
from the plate, the two-tlned fork being
and
wild
And
contrived for
no more an instrument
The words
holding the contents of the plate while
Of peace on earth, good will to meat
the knife did the chopping and cutting.
The knives and forks used by our grandAnd thought how as the day had
The belfries all of Christendom
fathers were of steel, good and polished
Had rolled
were made for hard
steel, and
The unbroken
service. Ask a member of any old family
menl
will
to
on
earth, good
Of pvace
in Maine to hunt up the remnants of the
knives and forks in use when the MexiKo. 384.—Numerical Enigma.
can war was in progress and compare
1 aui composed of twelve letters and those thin and worn-down knives and
forks with the fat and lazy cutlery emspell h name for Santa Claue.
and be convinced that the
My 1. 3. 4. 5 Is one form of saluta- ployed to-day,

Paris, December 2S, la05.

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF OXFORD, S8.
December 26, 1905.
Personally appeared the at>ove named Randall
P.
L. Tavlor, Ktiward
Faunce, and Dean A.
Ballard, and made oath that the above accounts
are just and
subscribed
made
and
them
by
true. Before me,
CHARLES F. WU1TMAN,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

spread
bib, and kept in place by tucking a corner
under the collar, making a sort of eating
overalls out of what modern diners keep
foldedfupon their left knees, and use for
wiping their mouths, letting the white
and
shirt waists and stylish bodice

1800

$145 12

Mouldings s»l.

Nichols St.,

900
6 40

$ 3 00

To

Dr. Austin

j

•17192
RANDALL L.TAYLOR.
South Paris, December 28, 1905.

dav,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.

new

6 00
5 92

on same. 186 tulles
on state roads In HanPeru. DIxfleld and Canton,
To travel on above, 69 m lied,
Oct. 7, to 3 days on ills. Swift river
bridge road. Including state roads
In Mexico, Woodstock and Green-

To travel. 14 miles.

SoUl by f. A. Shurtleff a Co.

Superb

14 (ft*

over,

«ept. 18, to Bethel, Lake trip. I «lay

Early Risers
Γαγο

To travel

Sept. 26, to 2 days

Sept. 8, to Paris, 1 day,.

SV

Dm*! For jit th· lui·.

including Inspection

1905.

ft. C. DeWITT A CO., CHICAGO

I

on Lake roads, same
state roads.
Bethel, Andovcr, and roads In
Riley ami Fryeburg A. Grant,— $ It* 00

Sept .'3, to C 'lays

COUNTY OF OXFORD

stead of purging It. They never gripe
nor sicken, not even the most delicate
lady, and yet they are so certain In
results that no one who uses them la
disappointed. They cure torpid liver,
constipation, biliousness. Jaundice,
headache, malaria and ward off pneumonia and fevers.
IUMIIO

1900.

COMFORTING, SPEAKING OF waa very properly punished by along
term of imprisonment.
HOPE.
There is no phrase in the Thibetan

GOOD CHBKR AND

.00.
Sold bv all dealers, 35c 50c.,
Write for free book Children -od
their Diseases."

A LOW PRICE

AND

I
Facte yon Ought to Know.
The early Babylonians were unaoqnainted wttb the ase of the telephone.
It ia not generally known that by subtraotlng the number of wet days In a
year from 865 yon can ascertain approximately the number of fine days.
Columbus discovered America toward
the end of tbe fifteenth century, and

—

!

is: Make a
▲ sore throat
PNEUMONIA AND THE GRIPPE. poultice of wormwood, boiled In sweet
Coughs cured qnlokly by Foley's milk, and apply it to the throat. I have
Honey and Tar. Refuse substitutes. F. known this to give relief in the worst
cases in eight boon.
A. Sbnrtkff A Co.

remedy

putting the foot in three inches of
flour In a large jar and packing flour
Fatal kidney and bladder trouble· can to the top of the
jar, beating the floor
alwaya be prevented by the use of Fo- down with a piece of stove wood.
ley'· Kidney Cura. 7. A. Shurtleff à Oo.
Letters that we ought to burn.

R. H. MACY <a CO.
MOAIVAT, NSW Y«K

rails

The nickel

I aaked her why

QUAKER

to

on

MODEL

remove

as

in the

are

they

easy

are

without bolts
50 cts.Down

,Bd

50 cts.. w„k at

Variety 8tor#v Norway.

put

